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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
REQUESTS OF STOCK-

ROMANTIC

MEN GRANTED

FT. STANTON

Western and Northwestern Lines Wil
Furnish Transportation to Ship-

VICTORY
FOR

,

OLD AND

RODEY'S
RECORD

JAPS

J.

Never Been Fully Explored
cept by Indians A Good
Water Supply.

Ex

cago stating that the western and
northwestern lines had granted our request for return transportation to the
live stock shippers effective May 2."
This is the result of a conference between the committee of the National
Live Stock Association and the general
traffic managers of the western lines,
held in Chicago on February 25 at
whfch the former demanded the abolishment of the tonnage system of hauling live stock, the restoration of the
return pass to bona fide shippers and
the adjustment of freight rates from
certain localities. The road granted
first and third request on April 1 and
the order which went into effect today
gives the stock growers everything
they asked for.

Carrington, surgeon in
Stanton Sanitarium for
Consumptives, in a paper on "Further
Observations on the Treatment of Tuberculosis at FoBt Stanton, New Mexico," from which the New Mexican
published extracts last week, gives an
interes-tmhistorical sketch and description of the fort. He says:
"Fort Stanton was at one time a
military post and is situated on the
right bank of the Rio Bonito, a mountain stream, having its source in the
White Mountains, about eighteen miles THREE STRIKES
distant; it is ten miles from Lincoln,
the county seat of Lincoln County, and
ON IN CHICAGO
eight miles from Capitan, the nearest
railroad point, and terminus of the El
Paso & Northeastern Railway. Mail is Demand Higher Wages and Closed
received every day except Sunday.
Shops Which the Firms Refuse
Fort Statnon was established in 1855
to Grant.
to control the Mescalero and White
was
Mountain Apaches. The post
Chicago. May 2 Three strikes and
burned and abandoned In 1861 by the
toUnited Slates troops upon the approach one lockout became effective here
in
and
6,200
consequence
wage
day
of the Texas troops under General
earners are idle. Picture frame mak-Sibley. In the spring of 1863, after the
defeat am; withdrawal of the Confeder- ers to the number of 1,700 struck and
were
4,000 boot and shoe makers
ates, a garrison of volunteers occupied locked
out. One hundred teamsters of
the post, and by covering the old walls the
Union Lime Company and the Ar
with rafters and earth roofs made the
Lime Company refused to work
tesian
quarters, tenantable. In this condition, because
they were denied an advance
the post was occupied until 1868, when in
Nine bakeries were tied up
wages.
comrepairs and reconstruction were
menced. Substantial barracks, offices with the strike of 400 men, the firms
refusing to grant closed shops.
and store houses for the accommodation of lour companies were erected
from 186fc to 1871, or adapted from MORE PAY AND
the old buildings, whose walls had
been left standing.
SHORTER HODRS
"The land is very fertile and all
crops raised in a temperate climate can
Dr. Paul M.
charge of Fort

J

be produced in abundance, when suffwater for irrigating purposes can
be obtained. The gardens at this place
supply ail necessary vegetables except
potatoes. We have an alfalfa field of
63 acres which supplies the demands of
the station, Owing to the large amount
of smiw which fell In the mountains
last winter, we are planting all available lands and hope to raise enough
forage to supply our needs for the
coming year.
"The original reservation embraced
144 square miles or was twelve miles
square, but under authority of the act
of Congress of May 21, 1872, 128 square
miles were transferred to the interior
department and thrown open to settlement under the general land laws. A
tract embracing sixteen square miles,
eight miles in length and two miles in
width along the Rio Bonito, was retained for military purposes. In August, 1896, the post was abandoned, all
troops withdrawn and the reservation
was turned over to the interior department. The reservation was then transferred to the Marine Hospital service
and was formally accepted from the interior department on August 27, 1899,
by Past Assistant Surgeon J. O. Cobb,
who bad been detailed for that purpose.
On November 1, 1899, the reservation
was extended one mile on the north
r
miles
and one mile and
on the south, and now contains 38
square miles, nearly all under fence.
"Since the transfer of this reservation from the Interior department, the
Marine Hospital service has been constantly at work repairing and altering
the buildings, beautifying the grounds
and making the place one of the finest
sanatoria in the United States.
"During the army regime, the water
was supplied from a deep well by steam
pump to a tank and then distributed by
pipe to the post. The well and tank
were constructed in 1885 at a cost of
55,000. The capacity of the tank Is
40,000 gailons. This was found to be
insufficient for the needs of the sana-lariuand soon after the occupancy
of the station, the service constructed
a larger reservoir, capacity 1,000,000
gallons, which is supplied by a ditch
three miles long leading from the Rio
Bonito. The old army well and tank
are used as a reserve for the dry summer season.
"To the south of the post Is the old
army cemetery. In this cemetery was
buried a young son of the late Major
General Henry W. Lawton, who was at
the time of his service here a captain.
The body of this child has been re
moved evidently, but the partially
crated grave stone is still to be seen In
the cemetery.
"About two miles below Fort Stanton near the Rio Bonito. is what Is
known as the 'Lincoln County Cave.'
exThis cave has never been entirely
at Fort
stationed
soldiers
The
plored.
exStanton attempted at one time to
spending-seve- n
days
after
and
It
plore
in the cave, reported that there were
streams, which could not be crossed
without the means of a boat, hence
their explorations were confined to
on Page Bight.
icient

three-quarte-

Boston Bakers Go on a Strike Because
Their Demands Are Not Granted.

Boston, May 2 The principal diffi
culty to occur on May day in New
England was the strike of more than
1,500 bakers In this city and nearby
places. The strike is caused by the re
fusal of the master bakers to sign the
new schedule calling for 60 hours a
week and $16 weekly for second hands
$18 for foremen.

and

THE

ANTICIPATED

STRIKE.

Machinsts and Workmen Find Gates
Locked and Armed Guards at the
Topeka Shops.
Topeka, Kansas, May

2

When 2,000

CASUALTIES ARE HEAVY, GOOD

Shops.
Chicago, May 2 The machinists in
two shops of the Atchison. Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad today obeyed a
strike order said to have emanated
from Washington. Only a few machin
ists are employed in the Chicago shops.

ONION CARPENTERS OCT.
Demand a Minimum Rate of $2.80 a
Day Four Hundred Men Out of
Work.
Waterbury, Connecticut, May 2 A
general strike of all the union carpenters in the city, numbering 400, began
today. They demand a minimum rate
of $2.80 per day.

SUFFOCATED
Fire Occurs

in

BY SMOKE.

Three Story House

in

Chicago and Results in One
Death.
Chicago, May 2 Joseph Webb was
suffocated by smoke, his wife seriously overcome and six other persons including two firemen and one policeman
badly burned in a fire in a three story
building on Halstead Street this morn
ing. A number of others had narrow

escapes.

District

Established

London. May 2 The Japanese lega
tion gave out today an official dispatc!1
from the admiralty at Tokio, reporting
an engagement between Japanese warships on the Yalu and the Russian
shore batteries. He says: "The captain of the gunboat Maya reports hat
a flotilla consisting of the gunboat
Maya and Uji and some torpedo boaU
ascended the Yalu on May 1 and bombarded the enemy. While they were
returning, the enemy's artillery suddenly attacked the torpedo boats. The
latter silenced the enemy after a se-

If dollars and cents can measure tho
v 'ue of services, New Mexico has no
complaint to make for having sent
Delegate Rodey to Congress. At. the
recent session he has secured, both
through Congress and the department,
.ii unusually large number of pensions
a'
increases of pensions, which will
bring into the Territory annually a
o,ry large amount of cash,
although

it on fire.
Russian Losses Heavy.
Tokio, May 2 After the Japanese
carried the line of hills extending from
Chin Tien Cheng to Yoshoka on the
right bank of the Iho River yesterday
the Russians made a second stand on
the hill northwest of Chin Tien Cheng
but they began retreating ten minutes
before 2 o'clock in the afternoon. At 6
o'clock last evening the Japanese army
held a line extending from Anthung
northwesterly to Caukuku and running
from there in a northeasterly direction
to Mishukau. At Hamatah the Japan
ese succeeded in enveloping the Russians on three sides. At this place, af1
ter fighting at. close range, the Japanese captured 20 Russian guns with
their horses, carriages and ammunition
and more than 20 officers .and many
men. A Russian officer who was taken
prisoner says the effect of the Japanese
artillery fire on Saturday and Sunday
Lieutenant General
was enormous.
Zassalitch, commanding the second Siberian army corps and Major General
Kasptalinsky, commanding the third
east Siberian rifle brigade, were
wounded by shells. A Russian lieutenant colonel was among the captured.
It is estimated that the Russian losses
were over 800.
Casualties Heavy on Both Sides.
Shanghai. May 2 The reports here
of fighting on the Yalu River place the
Russian casualties at 800. They also
had 21 officers and 18 machine guns

Retreat of Russians Confirmed.
St. Petersburg, May 2 At 2:30
o'clock this afternoon the Associated
Press was informed that beyond the
fact of the retreat of the Russians before the overwhelming superiority of
the Japanese on the Yam. no aetans
have been received.
Fog Prevented Attack.
Tokio. May 2 Vice Admiral Kami- mura, who is in command of the Jap
anese squadron which has been oper
ating recently against Vladivostock.
has sent in a report from Gensan.
Corea, dated Sunday, in which he says
an impenetrable fog has twice forced
the abandonment of an attack on Via
divostock and twice spared the Russian
squadron a sea fight.
While Kamimura was
steaming
northward the first time, he passed a
Russian squadron bound south on the
road to Gensan. Again the Russians
passed the Japanese in a fog on the return northward. He closes his report
with the statement that fog since
Thursday has prevented the renewal of

the attack.
Exequateur Granted

Judicial

WORK

Sixth

Santa Fe machinists and workmen captured. The Japanese had 700 casgathered at the big shops this morning ualties. a Firm Hold in Manchuria.
to go to work they found the gates Secured
London. May 2 A dispatch from
locked and were informed by armed
Seoul
says that after the Japanese
guards that there was nothing doing.
Santa Fe officials claim that they sim- charge which resulted in the occupalines at Chu Cheng,
ply anticipated the strike which was tion of the Russian
lrf confusion.
fell
back
Russians
the
to come off at 9 o'clock this morning.
At present there are no disturbances. The Japanese dispatch continues that
The officials of the Santa Fe antici they have now secured a firm hold on
side of the Yalu.
pating the strike, closed down the the Manchurian
Russian
Aground.
Battleship
in
and
at
here
other
shop
shops
every
St. Petersburg. May 2 The new
the towns between Chicago and AlbuOrel to which the
querque. It is estimated that nearly Russian battleship
finishing touches are being put, ran
10,000 men are affected.
aground on-- a sand bank in Neva yesterday. As difficulty is expected in
MACHINISTS STRIKE
floating her, an ice breaker has been
sent from Cronstadt to assist the tugs
EXTENDING in pulling her off.
n Obedience to Order From Washington Men Walk Out of Chicago

PENSION

Guns, Carriages, Horses and Ammuni
tion Taken and Many Officers and
Men Artillery Fire Worked
Destruction.

vere engagement lasting 30 minutes
and the flotilla returned to Yongampo,
there were no casualties. Armed
launches reached Antung the same
morning and repulsed the enemy's infantry and artillery after 30 minutes
sharp fighting. Fire was seen rising
from the town and the natives say the
enemy fled from Antung after setting

RESPECTED

SANTA FE

CITIZEN

pers.
Its History Briefly Reviewed by
Russian Artillery Attacked Tor - In the First Session of the 58th
Denver, May 2 Charles F. Martin,
Dr. Paul M. Carrington,
Congress Over $200,000
pedo Boats on the Yalu But
secretary of the National Live Stock
for
frj Appropriations
Are Silenced in Short
Association today received the followSurgeon in Charge.
'
.1.
P.
from
President
ing telegram
Territory Ser.r
Engagement.
Hagenbarth of Salt Lake:
CAVE
A
WONDERFUL
"Just received a telegram from ChiH Has

NO. 62.
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VOL. 41.

Through His Efforts Much Other
Valuable Work Done by the
Delegate.

I

but a drop to each pensioner.
s a member of the committee on
la iian affairs, he obtained quite an increase In the regular appropriation for
ibe Santa Fe and Albuquerque Indian
schools, and a direct new appropriation
Of $50,000
or the Albuquerque school,
.i d $25,00' for the Santa Fe school.
He has als" obtained in the general Indian bill s id otherwise by his work,
before Coi ress opened and since it
opened, ne rly $200,000 that will be expended in New Mexico within the next
twelve months.
In conjunction with Representative
Brooks, of Colorado, an appropriation
of 450,000 has been secured in the
bill for experiments to be
made as to the fattening properties of
li ferent sorts of grass a,nd plants in
t; west, most of which will be expended in Colorado and New Mexico.
Several other appropriations that In
the aggregate amount to many thousands of dollars, will come to New Mexico in ttv agricultural bill. He was
agri-cidtur-

:i!k Instrumental in the establishment
of a wi: ither bureau station for the Pe-- ,
, t waHev.
""
The ueiegfcte, is responsible for the

passage of a bill that gives their home
steads to a large number of families
near Los Lentes and Cubero in western
Valencia County, that were lost to
them in the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad land grant.
He secured the passage of the sixth
judicial district bill, by which the Territory will have a new associate justice
of its supreme court, and that will surely bring in. in one way and another,
$15,000 or $30,000 every year.
He aided materially in getting a favorable report for the striking out of
the "amity" provision of the Indian
depredation law. This bill will probably become a law in the short session, and will do more good to New
Mexico than any other section of country, and eventually result in its citizens
collecting not less than $1,000,000 for
property taken by the Indians from
them in the early days of the Territory.

Through the department of agriculture, he distributed in the Territory
during the season, 30,000 farmers' bulletins, and not less than 100,000 packages of vegetable seeds beside the
usual quantity of flower seeds, shrubbery and trees.
He sent out through the Territory
about 1,000 copies of the publication
known as "Diseases of the Horse," and
his full quota, as a member of Congress
of the publications of the Geological
Survey and the publications of all the
departments of the government.
With the aid of the people of Santa
Fe he secured the donation to the city
of Santa Fe of the entire Fort Marcy
Reservation, which ought to be worth
at the very least $50,000 to the city.
By an amendment to a bill, he secured the right for the New Mexico
Military Institute to borrow arms from
the United States' for the use of its
students, and to have a military officer
detailed to it as instructor.
These are some of the rhings he has
managed to accomplish.
ORDERED INTO
HANDS OF RECEIVER
Nashville, May 2 The Cumberland
Telephone and Telegraph Company
was today ordered into the hands of a
receiver by Chancellor Allison and to
be ousted from the state of Tennessee.
The company which has a capital of
$20,000,000 controls the telephone
in the south and has lines radiating into southern Illinois and Indiana.
The action grows out of an effort on the part of the state by relation
and at the instance of an independent
telephone company in Columbia. Tennessee to declare forfeiture of the
charter of the defendant company upon
rhe ground of a violation of the statutes in its attempts to suppress competition.
n

U. S. Consul.
Shanghai, May 2 As the result of
the occupation of Antung by the Jap
anese, U. S. Consul James W. David
son who has been assigned to Antung,
probably will proceed to his post im
mediately. Davidson has been grant
ed exequateur by the Chinese govern
ment, but the Russians having occu The Japanese authorities have indicatpied and fortified Antung, he thought ed no objection to Davidson's going to
I
it inadvisable for him to proceed there. Antung.

DEAD

Nazario Gonzales Succumbed to the
Dread Reaper on Saturday at
a Ripe Age.
j

Nazario Gonzales, one of the oldest
and best known citizens of Santa Fe
County died on Saturday last at 10

o'clock in the forenoon at hi home at
La Cienega, twelve miles south of
here, of the infirmities of old age. He
was a good man, public spirited and
honest in his dealings. He was 87
years old. For many years and until
he became too old to participate in public affairs, lie was proniint.it in politics, and held several elective positions.
He represented this county In the
House of Representatives and In the
legislative council for several terms
and served also as a member of the
At
board of county commissioners.
one time he was quite wealthy. He
owned considerable real estate in this
city, which of late years, however, he
sold. He leaves several sons and
daughters and quite a number of grand
children. The funeral took place this
morning at La Cienega from the chapel
of San Jose and the remains were interred in the Catholic Cemetery at
that point. Charles Wagner is the funeral director.

PROPOSED RESERVE,
the Cuchillo Negro Range Farmers
and Land Owners There Ask
For It.

In

Thomas J, Ross, a well known and
very responsible citizen and stock-raise- r
with headquarters at Hermosa,
Sierra County, addresses the New Mexican on the proposed creation of a reserve to contain townships in Sierra
acCounty. Mr. Ross is thoroughly
quainted with the resources and conditions of Sierra County and his statement can be relied upon. The New
Mexican cheerfully publishes his communication as it calls attention to a
very important matter. Letters from
other citizens of that section coincide
with Mr. Ross' statement of affairs and
the sentiment of the best people there
favors the creation of the reserve so as
to include the townships n.inr-- for the
preservation of the water supply of
the streams mentioned In Mr. Ross'
letter. He says:
"Hermosa. N. M., April 29.
"Editor New Mexican:
"In the issue of April 27 of yotir paper, an article In regard to a strip of
country annexed to the Gila Forest Reserve, you have been misinformed as
to the dimensions of said petition. We
ask for townships 12, 13, 1 4, 16 and
of 16, in range 9, Sierra County, and
it is all well timbered country. There
are only one or two men living on the
strip of country who hav8.oats and
they do not own a foot of patented
land. The petition is to protect the
water sheds on the east side of the
Black Range and does not interfere
with the goat industry as they are near
Kingston and south from there. So
the' are certainly misled by someone
getting a few dollars from the goat
men. The petition sent in to the Inter
ior Department was signed by the farmers and land owners living on the Palo- mas, Seco, and Animas Creeks who
are directly Interested in the matter
and we feel something has to be done
to protect the water sheds of the east
side of the range. If we do not, the
mountains up here will become like
those around Kingston and south of
Respectfully.
there, a desert.
"THOMAS J. ROSS."
d

3

SUCCESS AT LAST.
Greth Mounts in His Airship, Cir
cles About in Different Directions

Dr.

and Makes for San Jose.

San Francisco, May 2 Dr. August
Greth accompanied by his assistant.
started today in his air ship on a trip
to San Jose, 50 miles south of this city.
After reaching an elevation of several
hundred feet Dr. Greth caused the
vessel to circle above and move in various directions, demonstrating that it
Then he
was under his control.
headed for San Jose almost directly
against the wind and made such good
progress that he was soon out of sight.
Fair progress was made by the aeron
auts until the line between San Francisco and San Mateo was reached.
when one of the valves clogged and refused to work. This necessitated a descent which was successfully made at
Colma. Although he did not reach his
destination. Dr. Greth considers the
voyage a success as it lasted over an
hour during which time the airship
obeyed the navigators.
APPOINTED GENERAL
FREIGHT AGENT.
Toneka, Kansas. May 2 J. R. Koonts
has been appointed general freight
agent for the Santa Fe system with
headquarters at Topeka.
TIN SMITHS AND COAL
HANDLERS QUIT WORK.
Schenectady, May 2 The members
of tinsmiths and coal handlers unions.
numbering about 300, struck today for
an increase of wages.

It wil pay vo'i to advertise. Try It

STRIKE
The Places of the Dissastified
Men Are Being Rapidly Filied
by

Competent Mechanics.

ONLY A FEW WENT OUT
The Unreasonabliness
of the Demands
of the International Association of

Machinists.
A large number of machinists and
boiler makers have been passing Lamy
lately to take the places of the strik
ers in the machine shops on the Santa
Fe system at Albuquerque and west.
The railroad company has no difficulty
in filling the places of strikers with
competent men as the strike is unauthorized by the International Association of Machinists thus far and is without just cause. The Santa Fe has
maintained the open shop system, not
discriminating for or against skilled
workmen who are not members of a
union. The men who went out on a
strike object to this and desire to dictate the policy that is to govern the
company in the hiring and discharge
of its employes in the mechanical department and in various other matters
which by right and equity are within
the province of the employer and not
the employed. It is well known, that
the Santa Fe Company pays higher
wages than does the Southern Pacific,
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
and other large corporations. In Texa3
it pays its machinists higher wages
than any other
railroad and in
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona and
California, the rates of wages it pays
are in excess of those paid by competing lines. The company has been very
fair and liberal with its men and most
of these recognize this. The machinists at the Topeka shops have refused
to join the strikers and at other points,
many of the men have remained loyal
to the company, knowing that the demand.-' of the dissatisfied nit:u ae absurd.
As a demonstration of the unreasonableness of the turbulent class of
union machinists, the strike at Cleburne. Texas, may be instanced.
called without authority from the
International LTnion because a man
named Hess demanded that he be allowed to run a planer and the company assigned the planer to another
man for Hess was irregular in his work
and absent a great deal of the time.
Hess, however, was given other work
but refused to take it and called out
on a strike. Thus at La
his
juu i Colorado, the men went out be'.
cause 6i the
pa,y checks
been
with the train on which they
expected. The checks had left TCpe"
ka on time, but had been delayed a
few hours in transit by the express,
company. The present strike has as
little justification as the two strikes
above mentioned. One of the organizers of the union, in a speech at Pueblo,
recently said: "I have pumped and
clubbed strike into their heads," thus
showing that a strike had been determined upon, grievance, or no griev
ance. He said that at the time of the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company strike
he had put fifteen men into the shops
to destroy machinery, etc. He also
stated that he had three men in the
shops for this purpose and that one of
his plans was to try and create trouble
among the Denver & Rio Grande me
chanics; that "they never were in a
good real strike, and a strike would
put a little ginger in them and make
thern better men." He said in the
course of a speech, that in the event
of trouble he could bring men to the
road who would soon cripple the en
gines, as had happened on the Union
Pacific Railway." by putting quicksil
ver and soap into the boilers."
Thus it will be seen that the men
who have gone out, are the victims of
professional agitators whose means of
livelihood seem to lie in fomenting
trouble. Of course, under the circumstances, there is absolutely no public
sympathy with the strikers. The only
harm done will be in those towns
where shops are located at which men
have gone out. although there will be
little difficulty in filling the strikers'
places.
Third Vice President J. V. Kendrick
of the Santa Fe system has analyzed
the rules of the International Association of Machinists and which, if the
company assents to the closed shop
policy, will supersede the rules of the
company. The result Is published in
a pamphlet form, and the machinists'
demands, unreasonably and unjust on
their face, appear even more so. after
reading the careful and just analysis.
The rules provide in brief, that the
company must turn over its shops to
the International Association of Machinists, which will fix the hours of
work, the rate of wages, hire, discharge
and promote the men, regulate the
number of apprentices, in fact, attend
to everything except the payment of
the wages, which prerogative IS kindly
left to the company, which must also
find the means with which to put up
and maintain the shops.
non-arrivL-

$
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DANGER SIGNALS.

AND DEMOCRATIC PRESIPROFESSIONAL CARDS.
riCMTiM r A Mninrrr
mad
be
would
No
to
enough
engineer
In a recent address delivered by the
Attorneys at ' aw.
run bv the flag which signaled danger.
great Democratic Chief Bryan, ap- What the danger was he might not underKEIICtl MUITIH8 COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
W
MAX. FROST,
pears the following extremely concili- stand, but he would take no chances.
Attorney at Law, Sa.t. Fe,
Editor atory language. "The platform which It is different with the average man or
HaX. FROST
t ney atHill formed and which woman,
- A, F, WALTER
constantly
is
disa
has
Parker
tempt
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Judge
accepted,
,
Associate Editor.
constant soppfy of
Has on hand
to run by the danSanta Fe, New Mexico. Office
Lawyer,
CHARLES M. STAUFFER .. Manager honest platform, fit only for a dishon- ger
of
est party to stand on. None but an art- Naturesignals
in the Capitol.
tfee finest brands of
and that
mtertd as Second Class matter at ful dodger would stand on it."
It attempt costs
looks as if that language could be un- thousands
of lives
Santa Fe Postoffioe.
RICHARD H. HANNA,
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
derstood by anyone but knowing as he every year.
When the
Attorney at Law,
All the Popular Games.
The New Mexican is the oldest news- does so well the mental weakness of appetite becomes irreguRoom 15 Catron Block.
'Phone i.
his Democratic compatriots, he makes lar or entirely gives out,
paper in New Mexico. It 13 sent to
is
when
troubled
sleep
postoffice in the Territory, and has it so plain that even they must grasp and
EUGENE A. FISKE,
broken, when there
SAN FRANCISCO ST., SANTA FN, N. M.
"1 can
large and growing circulation among his meaning, so he continues:
Attorney and Counselor at La
is a loss of flesh, when
Dm Intelligent and progressive people prove to every unbiased
mind that there is a constant feelSanta Fe, N. M.
J the So'iUhwest.
Judge Parker is not a fit man to be ing of dullness and lanSupreme and District Court Practice.
nominated even by the Democratic guor, Nrture is hoisting
party or by any other party that stands the danger signal. The
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never
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forget,"
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E. Clark, of Enterprise, Shelby
uiuis ana sierra Counties.
North Abington, Men's Fine Third Judicial
with its scalp dangling for his belt: Co., Mo. "IJosie
cannot express half lny feelings of LEWIS A. CROSSETT,
District.
to you. I had despaired of ever
the Yellow Hearst Clans seeking gratefulness
well. I had been in bad health for
getting
Guarantee
with
Shoes.
can
the
every pair.
whom they
devour,
irresponsi- twelve years. Had aches all through me, numb
CHAS. F. EASLEY.
hands, cold feet, and everything I ate distressed
ble Bryan with his gleaming toma- me
was verv nervous, de; bowels constipated,
(Late Surveyor General.)
hawk grasped in his good right hand pressed and despondent. In fact, I can't express
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N M
half my bad feelings to you. When I first wrote
ready for action, and other irreconcilto you I thought I could never be cured. I have
Land and mining business a specialty!
able elements, the fun will be so fast taken six bottles of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
NO CALL FOR GOVERNOR OTERO
Discovery, and my health is now good. You
and furions that the antics of the
to all sufferhave mv honest recommendation
TO ACT AS YET.
E. C. ABBOTT,
the Samoans, the Filipinos, ers. I think there is no medicine in the world
"There ought to be some way of stop- and New Mexico's own familiar
as good as Dr. Pierce's."
Attorney-at-Law- .
If constipated use Dr. Pierce's Pleasping the hig handed Colorado military
Practices in the District and Suwill be tame and colorless.
Authorities from dumping their crim- Every lover of the manly art should ant Pellets. They cure constipation,
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at.
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do
and
headache.
biliousness
They
inals and disturbers by the wholesale
tention given to all business.
W. H. McBRAYER, OLD CROW and
get there early to avoid the rush. Mr. not produce the " pill habit."
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Emperor Nicholas will gain the respect tourist and
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without drugs or medicine.
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abundantly
the civilized world were he to have
No Charge for Consultation.
they are peaceable and law abiding this nasty affair probed to the bottom.
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Service Unsseellod
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They restore
ihysical perfection.
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to anybody or anything. In that case that dispatch
they had been awarded the bonds:
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
the Optic may rest assured that Gov- "We think very highly of your TerriThe Mexican Central has recently
ernor Otero will act promptly, ener- torial bonds and always like to have
on sale tickets to New York and
Stenography & Typewriting.
getically, and quickly, of course with some of them on hand." Comment is placed
return going via the Mexican Central
due regard to the requirements of the not necessary.
LEW H. BLAKE,
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico: thence
law and the legal powers of his office.
and Typewriting.
Stenography
Via
the famous Ward Steamship Line
This is certainly all that can possibly
Charles A. Towne. now a New York to New York. The return
Notary Public.
will be by
So far not
done in the premises.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
and full fledged member of
one of the men sent into the Territory plutocrat Hall, asserts that it would rail over any line to El Paso. The enCalls promptly answered.
Tammany
by the Colorado authorities has broken be unwise to bring up the silver ques- tire trip covering thousands of miles,
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
the law or disturbed the peace, at least tion in this campaign as an issue. Mr. Havana, Cuba, and Its famous Moro
reno reports to that effect have been
Towne has evidently learned by exper- Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
Notary Public, Stenographer and Type
received here. For the present it is ience. He remembers
the outcome of largest cities of the United States,
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believed that the sheriffs and peace the 1896 and 1900
in addi- can be made for $122.50. A more deFrom Spanish into Knjish and from
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men have gone will be fully able to nate and a coal oil gold bug, He cannot over privileges are allowed and the ticOffice with U. S. Attorney tor the
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men
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have much use for free silver under kets are good for one year from the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
from doing mischief even if they so in- such circumstances.
date of sale. The trip includes the City
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tend. That these men are not desiraof Mexico, the
"Paris of America,"
Santa Fe, N. M.
ble citizens or residents, the New MexThe management of the St. Louis Further information can be secured by
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Exposition has adopted a very cute addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
they cannot be arrested until they have method in order to keep the crowds general passenger agent, or W. D.
Season
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done something to warrant arrest here.
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At the breaking out of the present away
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Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
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this Territory
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The Bowels
by the President. There are certainly
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all points
by the Woman's Auxiliary to the some able lawyers and some very good
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
New Mexico board of managers of the citizens among them.
and St. Louis without change.
Louisiana Purchase Exposition as far
For schedules, rates and other lar
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation can on or address,
as collected and sent to St. Louis will
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severe
Tbe
drought which has preto Chicago and intermediate points.
be found very creditable and interest- vailed in
New Mexico for months is not
ing. The Auxiliary under the presiyet broken and the outlook for the
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ably well
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Southwestern Passenger Agent
spring and summer is sold
In bnlk. The genuine tablet stsjnbad'o
had no funds at its disposal. So far, remainder the
3
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As this cannot be cured wMiun
fvwt uiuuej UaCK.
EL PASO, TEXAS
to well ! The Auxiliary Is still at work discouraging.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.T. M7
will have to be endured and the best
it
anweeks
six
or
month
Iv.
O.
and within a
B. P. TURNER
LEONARD
ANNUAL
will have to be made of the situation.
SALE, TEN MILLION MXES
Can. Passenger and Ticket Agent
other large collection will in all likeliTraveling Passenger Agent
EL PASO, TEXAS
hood be sent to the fair to augment the
DALLAS, TEXAS
It will pay you to advertise. Try it ! Good eating at the Bon Ton.
shipped.
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THE BEST TONIC

In S. S. S. Nature has provided a tonic suited to
every requirement of the system when in a debilitated.
run down condition. It contains no stroner minerals or
drugs, but is a pleasant vegetable preparation. You can find no better
remedy for toning up thenerves and bringing refreshing, restful sleep when
in a low state ot health, or sick ana worn out with work or worry.
S, b. b. improves the
I hare no hesitancy in reaommendins vonr 8. a s
as the best Spring: tonic on the market. I have used
appetite, aids the diges- - many
other medicines, but find S. 8. S. to be undoubt
tion and reinforces the edly me
ionic mat will Duud up the system.
takeoniy
pleasure in telling all whom I think in
system, and its good ef- shall
neea 01 a gooa
oiooa tonic 01 your medicine.
fects are seen almost from
Yours truly,
LEWIS 8. FIEBER,
Care
& Co.
Hamilton
Stoll,
the first dose. It acts
Lexington, Ky.
promptly in cases of chronic dyspepsia, indigestion and all stomach troubles,
and does away with the uncomfortable fullness, nausea, shortness of breath,
drowsiness and dizziness that so often come after eating.
S. S. S. is not only the best tonic but possesses alterative or purifying
properties, and if there is any taint, humor or poison in the blood it
searches it out, and removes it. Many times a low state of health is due
to a bad condition of the blood and can only be remedied by a blood purifier
and tonic combined, or such a remedy as S. S. S.
If you suffer from debility, insomnia, nervousness, loss of appetite,
bad digestion, or any of the symptoms of a disordered blood, nothing will
so soon put your blood in good condition, invigorate and tone up the
system as S. S. S.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. A TLANTA. GA.
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The People All Say:
That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the
News. A good paper to have in yotw home, in yoor
store, in your office or in your shop. If yoa would
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for

"THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN"

Worms! vermifuge!
mL
Best in Quality.

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.
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Largest Seller in the World.
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The 'Band is the Smoker's Protection.
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Cross-examinati-

WHITE'S CREAM

mm

A dispatch to the Denver papers
mm.
gives further particulars of the new
AW
WWW
:
gold find made on the Las Animas In
mk.
4v
Sierra County, first mentioned iu the
New Mexican over two weeks ago. The
dispatch, among other things says:
"The Rio Las Animas gold field,
twelve miles north of Kingston, is the
latest. George S. Du Bois, a former
Colorado prospector, is the discoverer
of the new diggings. Frank W. Parker,
associate justice of the supreme court
of New Mexico, and judge of this, the
Third .ludicial district, is a partner in
the new find.
"Nicholas Galles and O. C. Town-senof Las Cruces came up Sunday as
experts to make an examination of the
property and report thereon They ordered up a wagon load of supplies, including a blacksmith outfit and mining tools of all kinds, and as soon as
the trail is completed to the ledge,
work will begin. Thus far no work has
been done, the locators having nothing
but prospecting picks. They, however.
found free gold and sylvanlte by breaking the quartz on the ledge as well as
A
mm
in float found in the gulch.
eBx,
"There is no excitement yet, although a few miners have made flying
trips to the new camp to see what was
in sight. All have different opinions.
As in all new camps the "knockers"
have their say first.
"The formation of the Rio Animas.
or at the Andy claim, is an exact coun
terpart of the formation in the vicinity
CROSS EXAMINATION.
of the Lookout and Captain B. mines
on Trujillo Creek. The formation at
both camps is granitel quartz, quart- - Will Only Strengthen the Testimony
of Santa Fe Citizens.
zite, phonolite and lime. This sylvan-itThe testimony which follows will
belt passes close to Kingston, but
is so heavily capped with lime and por- stand the test of closest investigation.
of such evidence
& Uio
phyry that the granite does not shov
Rio
Rio
on the surface. Kingston itself Iies will strengthen it. Proof of this na&
Rio
ture
is
e1in
Fe
and
Santa
the
plentiful
been a large producer of gold,
though not generally known, the god most skeptical can hardly doubt the
coming in the silver ores. The rich sil claims made for "The Little Conquerver sulphide ores always carry a fair or" when placed face to face with the
THE POPULAR LINE TO
public utterances of friends, neighgold value.
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville.
"The new camp on the Animas is bors and local citizens. Read the exabout 25 miles northwest of Hills-boro- , perience given below; it may save you
Glenwood Springs, Aspen. Grand Junction, Salt
from which place a wagon can many hours of future trouble:
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena. San Francisco.
"Lino Romero, driver of delivery
be driven all the way, over a makeLos Angeles. Portland. Tacoma. and Seattle. Also
shift road, but a good pack trail runs wagon for Kaune and Company, resiReaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
from Kingston across the mountains dence Palace av, says: "Sometimes my
in
Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
being only twelve miles. A good rod back ached acutely, sometimes it was
runs to Arner's ranch on the North a dull pain just across the loins, and
Percha within two hours' horseback when in the acute stage, I have been
ride of the new camp on the Aninus laid up for two or three days at a time.
The new discover;: is about one mile I never took anything for it as the atTo all Mountain Resorts
south and east of the point known as tacks seemed to disappear as mysterthe 'quartzites' on the Rio as Animas, iously as they came, but when suffer- !ar,The Only Line Passing Thiough Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast
at the crossing of the old Kingston aid ing from one I happened to read about
Herinosa trail. Many of the
Doan's Kidney Pills in a Santa Fe panow at Cripple Creek and other points per, and I went to Ireland's
Pharmacy
in Colorado could find the new camp for a box. It absolutely
BETWEEN
AND
stopped the atin the night. However, at the present tack."
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITY
time there is not sufficient gold In For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
CRIPPLE CREEK OQDEN
sight to justify a stampede to the new a box. Foster-Mllbur- n
N.
Co., Buffalo,
LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
fields, and further, everything is loefct T... sole agents for the United States.
GLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
ed in the immediate vicinity."
Remember
the name Doan's and
GRAND JUNCT N LOS ANGELES
DONA ANA COUNTY.
take no other.
A number of the lien claimants
against the Torpedo Mine at Organ,
A f.A OA RTB OH
l"s I lJ I M
C A DC SERVICE
Notice for Publication.
ALL THROUGH
have effected a compromise with tie
TRAINS
(Homestead Entry No. 7,181)
owners and have received their money.
DKPABTMENT OF THE lMTKBIOll,
SOCORRO COUNTY.
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. March 28, 1904
The big concentrator of the Mogollon Land
Notice is hereby riven that the following
Gold and Copper Company was com- named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in
of his claim,
w- your neari nutters,
pelled to reduce its capacity last and that said proof willsupport
be made before the
m i" szapww
or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M on
register
week, owing to the breaking down of May
have
4. 1901, viz: John Navel for the eVi seM,
bad breath, bowels con- is
coated,
headaches,
you
tonguel
the 100 ton crusher. A new crusher nwH se section 3. iiel4
section 10 town?
Tf
Qrinafprl KnH factf in flia
16
10
He
names
east.
the
north, range
was ordered from Denver and passed ship
ArAm
following witnesses to prove his continuous
uui an ui iiicsc sy uipiuuia,
said land,
through Silver City on last Friday on residence upon and eultivatlon'of
Encarna-cio- n
of
some
then
them?
Tom
Martin
viz:
as
It's
Vigil,
is
installed
Abeyta,
to
It
its way
Cooney.
being
Ortiz, Mathias Nagel, all of Santa Fe.
your liver.
this week.
N.M.
Manukl K. Ossko. Register.
GRANT COUNTY.
Work on the removal of the Burro
Mountain Smelter to Silver City startOne of the greatest blessings a moded today. Within 30 days the plant is est man can wish for is a good, reliable
Mr mW
to be in operation at Silver City. The set of bowels. If you are not the happy
m
vegetable remedy,
mmmW
deed for the smelter site was signed possessor of such an outfit you can
containing no mineral or
m, m
on last Wednesday, a bonus of $2,500 greatly improve the efficiency of those
narcotic poisons. It will correct
WmAWAw
having been subscribed by Silver City you have by the judicious use of Chamany or all symptoms, make your health,
citizens. The site for the new smelter berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
appetite and spirits
adjoins the old Silver City Reduction They are pleasant to take and agreeWork site on the north and covers ten able in effect. For sale by all drug
HERBINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe
acres.
gists.
Says the Lordsburg Liberal: "F. W.
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desDaniel, superintendent of the Aberdeen Copper Company, who has been criptive literature and detailed infor
LOOK AT THE GLODDS FROM THE
spending a few weeks with his family mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
at Shamokin, Pennsylvania, returned Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, North
You
And
to Lordsburg on Saturday. Mr. Daniel eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
inWe
OUR TRAINS.
says that the Aberdeen Company
A SURE THING.
tends to do a great deal of development
in
work this summer, enough to make the
It is said that nothing is sure except
fudeath and taxes, but that is not al
mine a large producer in the near
ture. There will be quite a number of together true. Dr. King's New Discov
eastern stockholders of the company ery for Consumption is a sure cure for
present at the stockholders' meeting all lung and throat troubles. Thouswhich will be held at Lordsburg this ands can testify to that. Mrs. C. B.
Miles of
With
Van Metre of Shepherdtown, W. Va.,
month.
Ail
Beverly K. Moore of New York, who says : "Ihad a severe case of Bronchitis
Mote.
is interested in the American Consoli- and for a year tried everything I heard
dated Company, stopped over on his of, but got no relief. One bottle of Dr.
Address the undersigned for full and reliable information.
way home from a California trip this King's New Discovery then cured me
A. DULOHERY,
D.
W.
for
MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
It's infallible
week to take a look at the company's absolutely."
Croup.
Commercial
and
Pneumonia
Mexico.
of
Agent, El Paso, Texas.
Grip,
Cough,
City
Whooping
property.
A Good Dividend.
it.
It's
guaranteed
Consumption. Try
The stockholders of the Arizona by Fischer Drug Co., Druggist. Trial
Coprier Company last week received bottles free. Reg. sizes 50c, $1.00.
SOLBAGEM FOB
"letters from home," containing checks
dividend
lunch counter at Bon Ton.
for the regular
which this time amounted to six shillA Startling Test.
ings and six pence per share. This
ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
makes the, dividend for the year To save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt. of
jl jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
amount to twelve shillings per share, Xo. Mehoopany, Pa., made a startling
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
or 60 per cent on the par value of the test resulting in a wonderful cure.
stock. The shares now pay so well He writes, "a prtient was attacked
Guadalupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No.
and are at such a high price that sales with violent hemorrhages.
caused
are not as free as the officers of, the by ulceration of the stomach. I had
company would like, and they contem- often found Electric Bitters excellent
plate exchanging the present issue of for acute stomach and liver troubles so
stock until a new issue, giving four I
prescribed them. The patient gained
shares of the new issue for one of the from the first, and has not had an atold.
tack in 14 months." Electric Bitters
-are positively guaranteed for DyspepKidsia. Indigestion, Constipation and
Whooping Cough.
All Kinds of Building Material.
"In the spring of 1901 my children ney troubles. Try them. Only 50c at
had whooping qough," says Mrs. D. V. Fischer Drug Company.
CORD AND STOVE WOOD" HTRTdRY AnFcUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
Capps, of Capps. Ala. "I used Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with the most SNTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANY
satisfactory results. I think it is the
Order No. 16.
best remedy I have ever seen for
Delivered to any part of the City.
To all concernedCommencing with
whooping cough." This remedy keeps
furuntil
and
March
27th, 1!0.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
the cough loose, lessens the severity Sunday,
notice, trains one and two will not
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.
and frequency of the coughing spell? ther
D.
W.
LKE.
run on Sundays.
and counteracts any tendency toward
Opneral Manager.
Branch Office and Yards Cerrilios, N.
Phoni 35 Santa Fe
pneumonia. For sale by all druggists. Santa Ftf, N. ML, March 25. 1904.
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so see the Silver Lining.
do it from
above them places.
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PROMPT SERVICE
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6. F. ,4V P. A.,

SANTA FE,

Lemp's St Louis Beer.
j

Northwest.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El
System for El Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago and all points east via the Rock
Island system.
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
Fe and El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carrizozo, Santa Rosa, Tucum-car- i,
N M.,Dalhart, Texas, and all other points on the El
System.
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it oper
ates, call on or aourcaa

i.

H

Track
Its Two Thousand
Places
Reaches
the Principal
of Intei est and

EL PASO

CONNECTING AT 8ANTA FE, N. If., with the Denver A
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great

B. W. ROBBINS,

I9

Mexican Central Railway
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, May 2, F904.

Grand Bargain Sale
50c. on $ J .00.
We bought the entire line of sam&
ples of CARSON, PINE, SCOTT CO.
of Chicago, consisting of Ladies' Shirt

Waists, Dress Skirts, Walking Skirts,
Petticoats, Wrappers, Child's Dresses
and Ladies' Belts. Don't miss your
opportunity. Come at once. They
will not last long.
WON

MUM

SPITZ

Manufacturer of

FULL LINE

mm

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.
A

I.I. KINDS

Of

Kiligree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoon.,

mm

Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Casta,

wm

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Fresh Flowers all the Time!

F1UMEEJEWERT"

Hi

DBSIGNg IN

fttgTee Fob Chains,

S

Fresh Fruits in Season!

FEUITS AND FLOWEKS

The Clarendon Garden
Street, Near the Old Church,

San Miguel

Santa Fe, N.

M.

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY

tgf r,1T

DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No.

12

--

Box 457

P- -

7

DID YOU KNOW THAT
JOHN KQURY'S NEW

CO

STORE

IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
Fine white India linons at the unprecedented price

of So per

yard and up?

The Latest Dress Trimmings, consisting of Applique, Venice
Medallions, All Over Laces and Silk Ornaments in black and
white are now on exhibition.
I invite your inspection of the line of Beautiful Silks which I carry,
You will be surprised at the low

in all shades and Persian designs.

prices asked.

Catron Block

-

East Side of

PIaa

-

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Phone No. 108

Phone

X4S

Manuel Montoya y Lopez of Chimayo,
was a business visitor in the Capital
today.
Mrs. I. B. Hanna returned on Satur
day evening from a month's visit to
her old home at Kankakee, Illinois.
Superintendent J. K. Allen of the Albuquerque Indian School, left last evening for Laguna on official business.
Mrs. L. K. Edwards of Magdalena,
wife of the Santa Fe agent at that
point, is visiting friends in

John Hicks, president of the First
National Bank of Santa Rosa spent a
few days last week in Las Vegas on
business.
Cipriano Baca, U. S. deputy marshal
at Albuquerque, was an arrival from
the south yesterday. He came on official business.
Attorney B. M. Read returned on
Saturday evening from Tierra Amarilla
where he had been attending court for
several days.
George Ford, who is mining in the
north end of the Manzano Mountains,
left via the Santa Fe Central today for
that section.
Granville Pendleton, the Aztec attorney, is in Tierra Amarilla attending
to legal business before the District
Court in session there.
N. S. Torres owner of coal mines
east of Algodones, was in the city today transacting business with the Santa Fe Central Railway officials.
M Mrs. H. S. Du Val has returned from
a sojourn of some weeks in the south
ern part of the Territory, where her
husband and son are doing government
surveying.
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds of Las Vegas
returned to her home in the Meadow
City this morning, after a short visit
with her brother in law, Secretary J.
W. Raynolds.
Mrs. Harry Benjamin of Albuquerque, daughter of Mrs. Armijo of this
city, after a pleasant visit with her
mother, returned to the Duke City on
Saturday last.
W. S. Hopewell, general manager of
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, returned today from a several
days visit to his former ranch home
near Hillsboro.
David J. Leahy, a Raton attorney,
and who is a delegate to the Republican national convention at Chicago
from this Territory, was in town today
on legal business.
William Hogle, who for the last five
years has been living in Chicago where
for part'of the time he was employed
is in the city on a
on the Inter-Ocea-

visit

Bulk and Package

GARDEN SEEDS
GARDEN HOSEi

3

PERSONAL MENTION

JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

249-25-

Wire Wound,
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber.

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEELBARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS
at the Lowest Possible Prices

W. A. McKENZIE
Hardware Store.

to

his parents.

Mis Chubick, Superintendent J. K. Al
len of the Albuquerque Indian School.
V. West,
Mary C. Williams and Flora
a trip to
made
school,
in
the
teachers
the San Felipe reservation on Saturday.
Superintendent J. H. Crist of the Rio
Arriba coal company at Monero and
Mi s. Crist will shortly return to Santa
Fe to reside. They will make their
home on Grant Avenue in the residence owned by Mr. Crist.
Miss Inez L. Foster, who has had
editorial charge of the McKinley County Republican, published at Gallup for
the past year, has arrived here and
has accepted a position on the repor-toria- l
staff of the New Mexican.
Among the tourist visitors in the
incity yesterday seeing the points of
and
Mr.
terest were the following:
Mrs. Ralph Bloom, New York: G. C.
Barclay and M. Brandin, Superior,
Wisconsin; the Misses Pauline Kin-seand Mabel Kinsey, Claypool, Indiana.
Edward A. Mann of Las Cruces, a
member of the bar in that town, arrived
here yesterday to look after his fences
in connection with his desire to be appointed associate justice of the territorial Supreme Court under the recent
law creating this office. Mr. Mann has
strong endorsements in his district for
the position.
Attorney A. B. Renehan returned
Saturday evening from Tierra Amarilla. where he had been attending the
District Court. The territorial grand
jury is still in session. He examined
a number of criminal cases and found
Indictments. Most of the civil cases
have been transferred from Rio Arriba
to this county.
Ellsworth Ingalls, attorney for the
department of justice in Indian depredation claims has returned to Albuquerque from an official visit to Chaves
Mr. Ingalls
Counties.
and Lincoln
brings the report that the drouth is
very severe in that section and that
lambing is very unsatisfactory. Many
sheep men are killing the lambs to
save the ewes.
Mrs. A. L. Shelly of Monmouth. Illinois, who has been a guest at the Palace Hotel for several days, coming here
much
is very
from Albuquerque,
pleased with Santa Fe, although it has
been quite dry and windy since her arrival here. She speaks in very complimentary terms of the cleanliness and
comfort prevailing at the Palace Hotel
and will remain a week or two longer.
Her health is being greatly improved
by her stay in the Capital City.
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds
has been called east by a dispatch announcing the very serious illness of
Mrs. Raynold's mother Mrs. Baum, at
Mrs. Raynolds.
Lincoln, Nebraska.
wlo is now at the bedside of her
mother, will have to remain east for
piobably two months and hence the
secretary left this morning to take
their three small children to their
mother. He has received a leave of absence for that purpose. He will be absent about ten days.
y

3. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Showers
ton'ght and probably Tuesday; colder
weather tonight and in south portion
Tuesday.
Saturday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 62
degrees, at 3:10 p. m.; minimumtem-34
dejrees, at 3:50 a. m. The mean
perature for the 24 hours was 48 degrees.
Relative humidity. 25 per cent.
Yesterday' the tnermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 02
degrees, at 5:00 p. m. minimum, 43
degrees, at 4:05 p. m. The mean
temperature for the 24 hours was 52 deRelative humlditv. 33 percent.
grees.
Maxituin velocity of wind 33 miles
per hour from southeast.
U.

Temperature at

6:00 a. in.

toiay,

INCORPORATED

ESTABLISHED I856

1903

Have Yot Ever !
"J

TRIED

A

PAIR OF

UTZ & DUNN SHOES?
For Style, Comfort and Durability They Cannot Be Beat.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW LINE

We Carry a

Complete Line of

Shoes, Oxford Ties and Slippers
For Ladies, Misses and Children.
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED

!

Seiigntan Bros. Go.
PHONE NO. 36.

P. O. BOX 219.

San Francisco St.

S- -

Kaune

G0.

OOERS

O-j- R

Boss

Telephone 26.

s"

Patent Flour W
a
A NEW CAR JUST IN.

you want absolute success with all
your baking? The Finest of bread?
USE BOSS PATENT FLOUR.
Do

The very finest ever made anywhere.
Our guarantee with every sack.
We not only say that It is the best but
so does everybody that ever used it.
50 LBS. BOSS,

$1.50.

50 LBS. CRYSTAL, $1.40
All the Bread that we sell is made
from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
some and see how good it is.
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
the best.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
PRIMROSE and BELLE 3PRI NGS BUTTER.

LEO KERSCH . . .

40

degrees.

There are twenty different
cinnamon barks, and they cost
from 4 to 55c lb. This explains the market, all but one
particular. Schilling's Best is
the best with the coarser pieces
;
; not thrown-awa- y
picked-ou- t
less
;
some
oh no they go to
particular grinder.

WHOLESALE

and
RETAIL

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

DEALER IN
Mrs. W. H. Greer who has been in
Albuquerque for some weeks, has gone
to Apache Tejo, the headquarter ranch
of the Victorio Land and Cattle Company in Grant County.
John P. Kennedy, agent of the Santa
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
Fe Central Railway Company at Kennedy, will return tomorrow from Chicago, to which city he recently accomManeyback everything.
panied the remains of his sister.
S.
of
the
Joshua
Raynolds, president
First National Bank of Albuquerque is
J. S. CANDELARIO,
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
in El Paso, Texas, looking after affairs
connected with the First National Bank
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.
there, of which he is also president.
A.
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds of Las VeWliliislt as Retail Dealers Is
gas, Who has been in the city for a
Southeast Cor.
week on a visit to her son, Secretary
J. W. Raynolds, returned Saturday
Shows pretty assortment of Belts,
evening to her home in the Meadow
Fancy Collars, etc., Kid Gloves
City.
The bask place to buy Nsvajo Blankets, Indian and
in finished and unfinished
both
Judge Frank W. Parker and District
Maztaaa Pottery, Belies frost the Cliff Dwelling.
line. Carry good line of EmbroidAttorney W. H. H. Llewellyn left Las
Cords
and
Pillow
Silks.
Tops,
Indian Baskets, In fact all sorts of Curios of India
ery
to
for
Cruces yesterday
Alamogordo,
be present at the opening of the Dis- Tassels for same. I have just reand M lean sake eaa ha foand at Our Store
trict Court for Otero County in that ceived another consignment of the
town today.
Latest Styles in Ready-to-WeRAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketry.
Inspector Chubick of St. Louis, is Hats, also Children's and Misses'
visiting the Albuquerque Indian School. Leghorn Flats.
BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WOI
He is accompanied by his wife and will
BOX
340
SANTA FE. N. M
:
:
:
:
:
remain for several weeks in the Duke
ft, O.
Mr.
A
of
and
party composed
City.

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

STORE
Prop.

MISS

MUGLER
Plata.

exican and Indian Curios

ar

Milliner? Millinery

m

IRELAND'S PHARMACY
All

5
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The Sarsaparilla Season Is Ijere

: MINOR

!
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CITY TOPICS

J J J
J J Ji J J J J J J
Longwell.
Train No. 2 on the Santa Fe from
The new city council will meet this
On account of the strike, engines on THE APPOINTMENT
the south and west was two hours late
evening in its first regular session in the Sania Fe are in iiad condition
today.
the room assigned to the city clerk by west of Albuquerque. On Saturday an
OF NEW JUDGE
Fight infants were baptized yester- the
in
commissioners
the
court
county
died
and
between
engine
Albuquerque
day at the Cathedral of St. Francis by house. There is
much important busi- Gallup delaying the trains for some President at the Request of
Vicar General Antonio Fourchegu.
Radey,
ness to come before the council and it hours until new
engines could be
May Be Influenced By the Wish
There will be an open meeting of is hoped that every member will atdiffrom
Three
of the Peoole.
brought
Albuquerque.
the Forum at the Presbyterian Church tend. In the absence of
Mayor Gibson, ferent sections of the Methodist special
this evening to which the public is cor- the
president of the council will pre- en route for Dos Angeles were also de
Delegate Rodey on Saturday called
dially invited.
side.
on the President to urge that, before
layed.
The game of baseball on the college
in th. additional
Contractor Antonio Windsor and sev
There is but little development
judge for the Territory
grounds yesterday afternoon between eral carpenters are busilv en sraired in the strike situation at Albuquerque.
for by Congress, wa3
recently
provided
Centhe Mechanics and the Santa Fe
in handsome hard wood maple The seventeen men who arrived on Sat appointed, he would give consideration
tral teams resulted in a victory for the putting
floors on the first story of the Palace urday were assigned to their duties In to the Choice of the people ot New
former.
Hotel. The dining room, the offices. different portions of the shop- - and ev- Mexico. The people will decide perWord has been received here from the reading room, reception rooms and erything seems to be moving along as
in a few days upon a New Mexiot
Mrs. halls will be given 'his new flooring. usual. Saturday four shopmen left haps
Kansas City, .Missouri, that
man for the new position The Fresi.
James S. Duncan of Las Vegas, who is which will greatly improve the appear the employment of the company and dent promised to await the action of
in that town for medical treatment, is ance and comfort of that
hospitable ioined the strikers. The lieavv travel the citizens of the Territory and indiof the last few days has taxed the mo- cated that he would probably appoint!
slowly improving.
hostelry.
Work was commenced this morning
The Western Union wires, over tive power of the company quite severe- a man upon whom they should agree.
on the construction of a new plank which the New Mexican receives its ly but now that the rush is over the
platform at the Santa Fe station. The daily press report were in bad shape officials are breathing easier, and the
SKULL FRACTURED,
work is being done by the bridge gang today on account of the severe wind tension under which they have been
has
for
several
of the Santa Fe road.
given
days
laboring
storm prevailing throughout New MexSeriously Injured in
Mrs. Mary A. Gold of this city today ico and Colorado. While there were no way to rest. The new track which was Hugh Freeman
Runaway Now Unconscious.
received a season ticket to the Cliff poles down, the swaying of the wires constructed at the shops was not for
Dwellers exhibition at the St, Louis and the great amount of electricity in dead engines, but for boarding cars for
World's Fair from W. Maurice Tobin. the atmosphere
InteVferred greatly the men, and some 20 of these cars Special to the New Mexican,
Carlsbad. N. M.. May 2 Hugh
were run on the new track yesterday.
with their proper workings.
manager of the exhibition.
new men were brought Into man, son of Judge A. Freeman was
Hilario Baca has sold his meat markThe regular monthly meeting-o- f
the
on Friday night and It Is thrown from the buggy he was riding
et on lower San Francisco Street to city board of education will be held Albuquerque
more are expected. Officials in, his team running away with him
said
that
George Anton who has transferred the this evening at the office of the clerk of the
company say that more men (this morning in this city. Mis injuries
stock and fixtures to his new meat of the board. Officers of the board will
from
different
sections of the United are believed to be very dangerous and
be elected ami committees appointed,
market a few doors above.
have made applications than the his skull in all likelihood fractured. Ho
States
One of the large windows in the of- provided there should be a quorum. company has room tor. Notice lias is now in an unconscious condition.
fice of Collector A. L. Morrison on the The Important question of doing some- been
posted in the shops that the com- - Judge Freeman, the injured man'-- - fathsouth side of the Federal building, was thing with the lands in the Fort Marry pany will not take back any of the er, Is in Rosweil at court, He has been
blown in by the high wind this morn- donation not required for public school si rikers.
telegraphed for and will arrive her,- purposes should be taken up and acted
ing and completely shattered.
Sheriff Thomas Hubbell Is one of the this evening.
Effective May 10 the Santa Fe will upon.
busiest men in Albuquerque these days.
Showers tonight and colder weather, He has a
sell tickets to St. Louis and return at
large number of deputies on BUSS FOR SUNMOUNT TENT CITY
the rate of $40.70 for the round trip, and the same thing tomorrow, says guard at the Santa Fe shops.
limiting same to fifteen days instead of the weather bureau, but "Hope long
Leaves the Claire Hotel Daily
deferred maketh the heart sick." Ye
ten days as heretofore advertised.
as Follows:
IN
OF
TRAIN
JUMPED
FRONT
was
of
the
the
wind
velocity
terday
Major R. H. Hendershot, the drum- miles
an hour from the southeast. The
mer boy of the Rappahannock, and son
Leaves 9:00 a. m., returns 9: HO a. m.
A German Tailor. En Route From Caliof Chicago, assisted by local talent, maximum temperature for the day was
11:30 a. in., returns 12.00
Leaves
in
02 degrees at 5 p, m., and LUe miniComin
to
Home
Pueblo.
fornia
will give a musical entertainment in
Leaves
1:30 p. re., returns 2:00 p. m.
43 degrees at 4:05 a. m, At il
mum
at
Suicide
mits
Albuquerque.
the court house on May 13, for the ben
Leaves 5:30 p. m returns 0:00 p. m.
o'clock this morning the temperature
efit of the St. John's M. E. Church.
Tickets on Sale at Claire Hotel.
was 40 degrees.
Carl Meyers, a German tailor of Put
Alan R. McCord, chief clerk in the
on
bio.
suicide
committed
Colorado,
were
exercises
Appropriate May day
U. 8, surveyor general's office, and
wines the
California, and native
held at the
this afternoon. Saturday by throwing himself before
pure
family are today moving their house- The school kindergarten
juice never better at any price.
at the depot in Albuquerque, He
a
train
room
was
decorbeautifully
hold goods from Johnson Street to the
was on his way to Pueblo from Los An Telephone 94. 'The Wine Store."
Wheeloek property on Upper Palace ated with flowers, and in the center of
the room was a
pole and a white geles, California, and arrived in Albu
Avenue, formerly occupied by Dr. C. N, throne adorned May
with
flowers. A fea- querque on the 2 o'clock train. While
Lord.
ture of the program was the May dance. the switch engine was detaching his
The New Mexican's press report was The May queen was Rosina
Bergere, car from the rear of the train Meyers
cut short today on account of trouble who looked
sweet.
and
The lit- deliberately jumped in front of the en
pretty
on the wires between this city and tle
people who participated were dress- gine and was instantly killed. The
Lamy and also north and in Colorado. ed in white and carried bouquets of wheels passed over his head, crushing
This accounts for the small space giv- flowers.
it. and mangling his face beyond recog
en to Associate Press news in this isnition. In the possession of the dead
sue.
Finest line can tobaccos and French man was found a silver watch, about $9
Adolph Seligman carries the finest Briar and Meerschaum pipes at Dlgneo in casli and papers showing that he
line of ladies' children's and men's &
possessed considerable real estate in
Napoleon's,
Pueblo. His bank books showed a de
shoes in the city. He is sole agent for
Musicians
of $713.02 to his credit in the Los Read What Accomplished
E. T. Reed and Company of Rochester,
posit
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton. Angeles Savings Bank and $832.50 in
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
New York, Venor & Montgomery, Roch
a San Francisco Bank. Among his ef-ester, New York, and Lewis A. Cros-set- t
Our Motto Genuine goods-terfe- it Coun-"Tfce fects was found a will leaving all his
f on nor w tr nv tmatm.
of North Avington.
"Rllni i
prices.
Telephone 94.
to two friends, one in Pueblo ment r have had occasion to use."
property
B.
M.
who
has
been
Read,
Attorney
Wine Store."
and the other in San Francisco. There Barrcm Berthold.
in Tierra Amarilla attending court, inwas aiso a request, uiai nis uooy hiiuuiu
forms the New Mexican that at the
"Shows such cup priority of workHis heirs were notified
be cremated.
term
Court
for
of
the
District
and finish as must make
present
manship
UP TO DATE IN
and the body turned over to an underRio Arriba County, Monclovio Luna
them welcome to any household."
can
friends
be
until
his
heard
taker
was convicted of larceny and that senLeonora Jackson.
EVERY RESPECT from.
tence will be pronounced at this week's
' resonant in tone and
"Grand
session of the court.
sweet and tender." Mathil-d- e
The regular monthly communication Work of Painting, Papering and Re- LEGS CRUSHED BY WAGON.
Bauermelster.
of Montezuma Lodge No. 1 A. F. & A.
modeling the Postoffice Completed
"I cannot speak too highly of your
Masons will be held this evening at 7
on Saturday.
pianos, they seem to be unsurpasso'clock at Masonic Hall on the plaza.
While Hauling a Load of Concentrates able." R. Watkin Mills.
After the. regular business the M. M.
The work of painting, papering and
Dave Bay Meets With a Painful
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
Accident.
degree will be conferred upon one can- renovating the postoffice premises was
of tone, splendid carrying
richness
didate. Visiting Masons are cordially completed on Saturday afternoon and
and excellent action." Rosa
power
invited to attend.
can
now
Fe
a
finest
of
of
Dave
the
Santa
Silver City, freighter Olitzka.
boast
Bay,
Yesterday, the first day of May, ac- and best equipped postoffice between in the employ of W. A. Teeny, met
"They are models for tone and
cording to the weather records, was the Colorado Springs and El Paso and in with a painful accident on Friday of touch."
Marie Engle.
conMuch
of
New Mexico.
last week while hauling a load of
most unfavorable first of May since the Territory
"I find your planes wonderfully sym- records have been kept here. Gener- credit is due the board of public lands centrates from Cooney to Silver City.
ally the day has been beautiful, with a of the Territory of New Mexico which He fell from the wagon and the heavy pathetic for accompanying the voice.'
clear sky, mild breeze and no disagree- has charge of the old palace and rents load passed over his legs crushing the! Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
able atmospheric conditions. Yester- the postoffice premises to the govern- flesh to a pulp from the knees down.
ment.
Postoffice
Inspector A. P. No bones were broken however. The me. I consider them second to none."
day was an exception.
David Frangcon Davies.
The Santa Fe announces another ser- Smithers who planned the arrangement accident occurred in a sandy stretch
ies of homeseekers' tickets from points of the postoffice interior is also deserv- of road 30 miles from Silver City and
"I think it capabl of the fullest ex- -'
in the middle west to New Mexico and ing of praise. No other postoffice in near Greenwood Canon. The injured pression of musical
thought." Ellen
in so his man was brought to the hospital in Sil- Beach Yaw.
Arizona, the rate for the round trip the United States is housed
e
ver City and is resting comfortably at
will be one fare plus $2 and tickets will toric a building as the Santa Fe
"In my opinion they rank among the
and now that the fixtures are the present time.
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
best pianos of the day." Emile
very
modern and the interior arrangement
They will be sold every first and third the most
decould
be
that
convenient
Tuesday from May to December.
flF STARK RRFAT
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
Santa Fe has every reason to be I
Frank Grygla. special agent of the vised, of its postoffice.
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Of the larger
proud
general land office, and Ralph Easley offices in the
Fernando de Lucia.
j
Albuquerque,
returned yesterday from an investiga- Las Vegas andTerritory,
"I was perfectly charmed with its
Rosweil have had new On Account of Drduth in Every Section
of the Territory.
tion trip to the Cochiti Mountains,
of tone and delightful touch."
fixtures within recent years
beauty
postoffice
where fires have been raging on public but none of them
Allitsen.
come up to the
Francis
quite
,
A. J, Loomis, deputy internal reve-lands for several days. The fire was Santa Fe
Raton is also putis sweet as well as resontone
postoffice.
"Their
in township 18 north, range 4 east, and
in new fixtures and Alamogordo nue collector, returned Saturday from ant. Are remarkably adapted for ac-- I
ting
extended to the Baca land grant. The will follow suit some time this year, an extended trip over the Territory.
companying the voice." Clementine
fire is now under control.
both of the latter offices taking the He reports every portion, visited by de Vere Sapio.
from
the
extremely dry
as him, suffering
M. Martinez, who is said to have Santa Fe postoffice arrangements
winter. In the eastern part the sheep THE STORY &. CLARK PIANO CO.
murdered his wife in Rio Arriba Coun- their model.
owners are killing tne iambs to save
ty several weeks ago, was captured in
Employ only expert workmen and no
the ewes. Only about 20 per cent of
a sheep camp in the Valles Mountains
work or contract work is done
piece
SUPREME COURT DECISION
is
the sheep crop will be saved, which
in their factories.
and taken to Albuquerque last night
the smallest in years. The cattlemen
by Sheriff Fred Otero and a deputy In Case of Clipper
They have won renown on two convs. are shipping all the cattle that are in
Mining
Company
sheriff. Martinez is very short and
for excellence and beauty of
tinents
Eli
the
condition to Kansas. The greater porMining and Land
their instruments.
weighs less than 90 pounds. He will
tion of the stock is in very poor condiCompany.
probably be taken to Tierra Amarilla.
Prices and terms most liberal.
tion. The sheep especially have sufThe Probate Court was in session
Call on the General Agent for New
Washington, May 2 The U. S. Su- fered as the springs, creeks, drinking
this morning. There were present Pro- preme Court today affirmed the opin- places and watering pools have dried Mexico,
bate Judge Marcus Castillo and Clerk ion of the Supreme Court of the state up and there has been little or no
Celso Lopez. The court fixed the first of Colorado in the case of the Clipper snow fall to supply water.
Monday of July to hear objections to Mining Company vs. the Eli Mining
In the vicinity of Socorro, the alfalfa
the final report and settlement of the and Land Company a case involved an is suffering for water, as the water has
Santa Fe, N. M.
estate of Marie Carman Abeyta. de- extensive tract of land at Leadville, been used out of the river for irriga- Who will show you the Story and
ceased. The new inventory of the
Colorado, known as the Earl Placer and tion purposes between Albuquerque Clark Pianos in the several styles and
of Demetrlo Lelba, deceased, was was a conflict between the owners of and Socorro. There has been very lit- finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
received and ordered filed. A report of the placer claimants.
tle water for irrigation purposes at Las and Golden. Oak.
J
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Now is the time for taking "Spring Medicine,"
according to popular belief
An aperient "blood purifying" medicine during
this season has been proven to be beneficial.
At the end of the winter season the system Is clogged
and weakened and more susceptible to ailments and

disease. A tonic and aperient medicine is needed to
thoroughly cleanse the blood and give tone to the
mm
nerved. Such a medicine Is

FISCHER'S SARSAPARILLA
The Beet Blood Purifier Made
make it
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$1.00
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Come and See the

NEW PATTERNS

William J, Slaughter, administrator of DEAD ENGINES DELAY TRAINS' '
re
(r six wek and CI"
the estate of Isaah Ashford deceased,
Pbe
suffering for want of irrigation
was received and ordered filed. The
d
Un- - reservoirs between Carlsbad
Situation at Albuquerque
court ordered that Horace C. Longwell Strike
we" are short on water when at this
Nor, Union
be appointed sole executor of the estate
tjjt'v siiomu lie lull.
Men Arrive on Saturday.
of Robert H.

Free-Thirty-fi-

i

Carpets,
Rugs and

Curtains

AT

s-

,

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
jH S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

GEO. W. HICKOX, President

Sec'y and Treas.

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers
No. 250 San Francisco

Grocery Telephone

No.

4.

COFFEE VALUES.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to
match the values we give our custome-erin roasted coffees. AVe buy the best
coffees we can find and sell them on a
small margin of profit. But more than
that, we handle fresh roasted coffee.
Freshness is just as important as quality. We buy in small quantities and
keep our stock moving. The following are some of our best brands.
Any of them can be duplicated at als

most any time. Occasionally, owing to
our policy of carrying small stocks to
insure freshness we may, be out of one
particular brand for a day or two.
Chase & Sanborn's Seal Brand, 1
.40
and 2 pound cans, per pound..
Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA
.25
Blend, 1 pound cartons, per lb. .
Pure Cream Java and Mocha, 3
1.00
pound cans, each
Perndell Mocha and Java, 1 and 2
40
pound cans
Ferndell Mocha and Java blend, 1.00
pound cartons, .35, 3 for
Ferndell Albion blend, 1 pound

cartons

Street.

Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

25

flour is made has been kept up to date
and contains the best machinery for
producing the highest grade product of
the miller's art. Many of the most
critical buyers in Santa Fe have used
this flour for twenty years. If you are
not using it now a trial will prove to
your advantage.
50 pound sack, only $1.50.
FERNDELL PRODUCTS.
We secured the agency for the Ferndell brand of pure foods several years
ago. The possibilities in the way of
selling high grade pure foods were unknown to us. We have found by experience that there is a large and growing
class of consumers in Santa Fe that
appreciate the efforts of the makers of
this brand of food to produce something above the ordinary. All kinds of
canned vegetables, all kinds of canned
fruits, catsup, exquisitely delicious preserves, the finest quality of rice in cotton sack tapioca, sago, cocoa, etc.,
are among the many articles that
may now be had under the FERNDELL
brand.
1 pound jars preserves, each
40
2 pound jars preserves, each
65
3 pound sacks rice
35

IMPERIAL FLOUR.
We never grow tired telling the good
qualities of IMPERIAL PATENT flour
There is, and there can be, no better Pint bottles catsup
flour made. None but the best selected 3 pound cans sweet potatoes
wheat is used. The mill in which this 3 pound cans sugar beets
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Furniture

Handsome Baby
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of the Latest Alakes

Newland Second Hand
furnish your bouse from the
kitchen to the garret for cash or on

The Installment Plan.
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and if you buy will deliver goods free
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IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Benzoin and Witch Haze
Fo the Face, Hands, Skin and Complexion.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, May 2, 1904.

6

F. WIELANDY,

HERBINE
Will overcome indigestion and dyspep1904 cTWajr. 1904
sia; regulate the bowels and cure liver
Law
Attorney
is
It
the
best
and kidney complaints.
SIERRA COUNTY.
and Notary Public
blood enricher and Invigorator In the
Sun Hon Toes Wed Thur Fri Sat
W. S, Hopewell, general manager world. It Is purely vegetable, perfectOf the New
Mexico Fuel and Iron ly harmless, and should you be a Suffer8
4
3
I
5
6
Company and Frank McKane 6! Santa er from disease, you will use it if you
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9
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T
&
Fe arrived ai Hillsboro on Friday and are wise.
"2l
17
16
18
SO
19
15
will remain there for several days.
and
editor
manager,
R. N. Andrews,
Robert Bryant of Hillsboro, recent- Cocoa and Rockledge News, Cocoa,
as as 27 as
2
II
"1 have used your Her-bin- e
ly had his lather, Rueben, and brother Fla.. writes:
31
80
29
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
Charles, arrested for horse stealing.
in my family, and find it a most
The father refused to accept bonds and excellent medicine. Its effects upon
i
lias remained In jail pending prelimi- myself have been a marked benefit. I
III San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M.
nary examination, which will be held recommend it unhesitatingly." 50c. at
before the justice of the peace at Lake Fischer Drug Co.
Lands and houses for sale. Home- INFORMATION BUREAU OF
Valley. The son gave bonds for his
OPERATES THROUGH SERVICE
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
steads
located. Rents collected. Titles
EARTH?
DO YOU WANT THE
appearance.
A St. Louis World's fair information
TO
CHAVES COUNTY.
The Earth is a new monthly illustra- examined. Conveyancing, etc , etc.
bureau has been established at 8bt
'I. M. Slaughter, manager of the ted journal, published by the Santa Fe.
Seventeenth
street, Denver, in charge
southSlaughter Hereford Home, one mile Tells the truth about the great
of Phil P. Hitchcock, where Informacms! of Roswell, dipped 900 head of cat- - west and California
the truth is.goo:l
tion will be ch eerfuXy Sureished.
tie, recently, nearly all calves
from enough. Frequent articles describing
one of the Slaughter ranches in Texas. your part of the country. Contains leto
Thi makes about 2.700 heads, they ters written by farmers, stockmen and
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
hav e received and dipped on that place fruit raisers; men who have succeeded
wide
vestibule
Pullman
Standard
FRESH
Latest pattern
in t he nast four months. The dip used and who give the reasons why. Strong
SOCIETIES.
is :;:! per cent lime and C8 per cent editorials and interesting miscellany.
and Tourist Sleepers. All Meals served in Rock
.
bar-50
in
and
A very persuasive immigration helper.
conies
gallon
sulphur
Masonic.
Island System Dining Cars . .
rels. Three barrels of the dip, costing
Why not have it sent to friends
DELIVERED EVERY DAY
each, in 1,500 gallons of water "back east" to do missionary worn for
MONTEZUMA LODOB
heated to 110 degrees Fahrenheit, the southwest?
Regular subscript ;ofl
BEST MEALS ON WHEELS"
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
makes one vat full. Many of the price is 25 cents a year; worth double
Special Orders Can Be Left at
Regular communicacalves coming from Texas ranges are Send us 50 cents (coin or stamps) with
KAUNE'S GROCERY
tion first Monday In
black with lice and are in poor condi- names and addresses of five eastern
"ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
each month at Mason Is
to
tion. Alter being dipped and fed a few friends: we will mail the Ea;-',-'A N. BROWN, G. P. A
T. H. HEALY,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
weeks on alfalfa, they present a very them and to you for six months. Wrile
S. SPITZ, W. M.
different appearance and soon get in today to the Earth. 1120 Railway ExPasseng-- r A.ent. El Paso. Texas
F.
P.
CRICHTON,
Secretary.
splendid condition. Some 500 head of change Building, Chicago.
Upper Palace Avenue. Phone 39.
horses from the Texas range have also
reSANTA FE CHAPTER,
been dipped at the Slaughter farm
MADE YOUNG AGAIN.
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
cently, and have shown remarkable
OF INTEREST TO ALL.
man- each night for two weeks has put me in
W. M. Atkinson,
convocation second Monimprovement.
Watch
The Goldie
Shop formerly
herds, and J, F. my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Turner with Blain's Bazaar, has moved in
day in each month at Maager of the Milne-BusH inkier, manager of .1. S. Hagerman's of
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Dempseytown. Pa. They're the best with the Santa Fe Filigree ManufacW. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
big cattle ranch on the Pecos River, in the world for Liver, Stomach and turing Company, 208 Don Gaspar AveARTHUR
Never nue. A more
are each putting in dipping plants.
Bowels.
SELIGMAN,
Purely vegetable.
Secretary.
appropriate place lor
DONA ANA COUNTY.
gripe. Only 25c at. Fischer Drug Co.
a
class
watch
first
good
repairing
SANTA FE COMMANDER!
I). A. Creamer has resigned his powell as clocks, typewriters and sewing
ishas
No. 1, K. T. Regular cot
Railroad
I would advise you to go to the World Fair
Wabash
The
just
Las
Fe
at
as
for
the
sition
Santa
agent
All wort
machines,
popular
prices.
?lave fourth Monday in each
Cruces. Mr. Creamer and family will sued a handsome illustrated World's fully guaranteed.
this summer.
month at Masonic Hall at
make their home in California in the Fair pamphlet containing a three color
GOLDIE CHAPMAN
7:30 p. m.
of St. Louis and the fair grounds
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
map
future.
education--almosbe
liberal
t
It will
as good
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
nd half tone views of the principal
District Court convened at Alamo-gordNOTICE.
on Monday. Judge Parker. Clerk buildings. A copy free upon request.
a trip aroand the world.
K. OF P.
Mitchell, Colonel Van Patten and At- P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D., .Denver, Territory of New Mexico, Office of the
Fall, Holt, and Moore, will Colorado.
torneys
8, 1904.
April
Treasurer,
to
be
the
and
of
best
It promises
biggest
exposition
make up the Las Cruces delegation to
Call for the redemption of Casual SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
the century.
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evGrowing Aches and Pains.
that city.
Deficit Bonds of the Territory of New
Mrs. .losie Sumner, Bremond. Texas, Mexico.
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Barbara Lucero of Las Cruces. is
1902: "I have used
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
I would like to sell your family their tickets over
To whom it may concern:
making some extensive improvements writes, April 15,
in my family
Snow
Liniment
Ballard's
Avenue
and Water Street. Visiting
in
mills
Lucero
the
at
under
the
Notice
the
is
way
rolling
hereby given by
the Santa Fe. I really believe it is the best line to
Knights given a cordial welcome.
of a new engine room 15x30 feet. When for three years. I would not be with- signed Treasurer of the Territory of
on
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
riko. You will think so. too, after a trial.
the new room is completed the mill out it in my house. I have used it
New Mexico, that he is now prepared
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
will be provided with a handy and my little girl lor growing pains ami to take up and pay off the issue of
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
H. S. Lutz Agt, A. T. C& S. F. Ry
convenient engine house, which will aches in I her knees. It cured her right bonds authorized by chapter 61, ses
have also used it for frost sion laws of 1893,
as
section
add to that already well equipped es- awav.
Santa Fe, N. M.
compiled
bitten feet with good success. 'It is 397, Compiled Laws of 1897, to the
I. O. O. F.
tablishment.
I ever used " 25c, 50c
liniment
best
the
amount of $101,800 together with ac
Workmen are putting on the finish- and
$1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
crued interest on the same, such is SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
ing touches to Dr. Howe's new hotel
sue being dated May 1, 1893, and pay Meets every Friday evening in Odd
and sanitarium at Las Cruces. The
Booth's oysters any way you want able at the National Bank of Com Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
I
building is an improvement to the them at Bon Ton
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
merce in New York City and being Visiting brothers welcome.
town. The hotel will contain some 30
RUSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
payable by the Territory at any time
rooms. The lobby, dining room, etc.,
Sick headache results from a disor after ten
A.
P.
from
of
date
their
the
HOGLE,
years
Secretary.
and
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
in
will be commodious
keeping dered stomach and is quickly cured by
with the general appearance of the Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab issue, said period of ten years having
Established and Supported by the Territory.
now expired and the Territory now CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.
place. The hotel fronts on the park.
lets. For sale by all druggists.
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
desiring to exercise its right under
Dr.
R.
Howes
and
J.
all
CoPeterson
the
of
Standard
Eastern
SIX
INSTRUCTORS,
graduates
said act and the terms of said bonds the second and fourth Tuesday of
a
have
Brothers,
organized
TAILORING.
corporation
lleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and com
and notice is further given that inter each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Visfor the purpose of building a wareall conveniences.
Muralter, the lailor, is headquarters est on said bonds will cease and deter iting
baths, water-workplete; steam-heatepatriarchs welcome.
of
for
Las
at
Cruces
house
the
storage
summer
for fine spring and
suits, latest mine on and after the first day of May
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $200 per session. Session is
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
now
etc.
are
Workmen
hay, grain,
ffcree terms of thirteen weeks each.
patterns, from $30 up. Also a large 1904.
ware- line of
for
foundation
the
the
Brothers'
laying
of
Murphy
samples
J. H. VAUGHN
well- KOSWELL is a noted health rosort, 3,700 feet above
A. O. U. W.
house which is situated along the San- line, fine busines3 suits from $17 up,
New
of
of
the
Treasurer
watered.
Territory
for
on
ta Fe track
the trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
lots donated
Mexico.
GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa. W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
purpose by the railroad company. The attention is calleu to a fine line of
Meets every second and fourth Wedand E. A. Cahoon.
to
is
the
of
association
provide samples and styles of ladies fancy
object
nesday at o p. m.
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
storage for the hay and grain of the spring tailor made suits. A call to
Cloudcroft!
For handsome des
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workmaa.
Mesilla Valley, and to take advantage inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
criptive literature and detailed infor JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
of high market prices, issuing ware Perfect fits guaranteed.
mation as to rates, etc., address A. N
house receipts for the same.
Prown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, North
B. P. O. ELKS.
EDDY COUNTY.
Cured His Mother of Rheumatism.
eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
CO James Hogg died at his home near "My mother has been a sufferer for
SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.B.
McMillan on Sunday of last week, at many years with rheumatism," says W.
Holds its regular session on the
the age of G5 years. The funeral oc H. Howard, of Husband, Pa. "At times
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
second and fourth Wednesdays
of
to move at all, while
was
unable
Tuesday.
she
curing
China ware, Glassware, Picture Frames and Molding Stoves and
each month. Visiting brothers are InJack Coker, age about 45 years, and at times walking was painful. I pre
Ranges
rramee Md U Order
Goods Sold on Easy Fafymsmta a citizen of Carlsbad, died in the sented her with a bottle of Chamber
vited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
mountains last week. His remains Iain's Pain Balm and after a few appli
A. J. FISCHER. Secretary.
were interred there.
(Effective January 1, 1904.)
cations she decided it was the most
jmo. 720 leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m
Sheriff Leavell was in Carlsbad on wonderful pain reliever she had ever
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
to
connect with No. 2 east bound, with
a
breed
CffAlLES WAGNER
half
after
Robert
never
it
is
without
in
King,
she
Friday
fact,
tried,
native who is wanted at Pecos on a now and is at all times able to walk. connection from El Paso and Southern
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, L O. R. M.
of burglary.
An occasional application of Pain Balm California, returning, arrive at Santa meets every
"Licensed Embalmer," charge
Thursday eve at Odd
This has not been a good week for keeps away the pain that she was for Fe at 11:60 a. m.
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
No.
722
San
Jose
at
and
leaves
the native population
Santa Fe at 4:10 p.m. chiefs
merly troubled with." For sale by all
cordially invited.
to connect with Nc. 1, west bound, for
vicinity. There were six deaths in druggists.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
Southern California, returning arrive at A. P.
three days of a variety of diseases.
HOGLE. Chief of Records.
10.
San
Francisco
Street.
Calbillo
de Gonzales,
Telephone
Senora Louisa
Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
A POSITIVE NECESSITY.
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m
ied at the home of her son, Faustino
Night Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. I.
Having to lay upon my bed for 14
Gonzales, at Carlsbad last week, age days from a severely bruised leg, I to connect with No. 7 westbound for
68 years. The deceased was a mother only found relief when I used a bottle El Paso, San Francisco and Northern
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
The
of Faustino and A. Gonzales, and a of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
I can California points.
MUTUAL
BUILDING & LOAN
8
much respected member of the native cheerfully recommt nd it as the best
No.
for
eastbound will
Passengers
ASSOCIATION
medicine for bruises ever sent to the also leave or No. 724. Train makes
colony.
W. H. Miller of Carlsbad, left Tues afflicted. It has now become a positive connection with No. 7 but does not
Hand for Loans
Has
On
day morning for his new location on necessity upon myself. D. R. Byrnes, wait for No. 8. Returning, arrive at
the Island of Cuba. He will travel all Merchant, Doverville, Texas. 25c. 50c, Santa Fe at 9:30 p. m.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
of the distance that he can make over $1.00 at Fischer Drug Co.
Now
land. He goes by way of Amarilla and
letween
daily
Chicago,
They will loan you all or any part of it.
Kansas points, thence to the seaboard.
Mexican calientes served only at the Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
Mr. Miller closed out his property in Bon Ton.
train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
The best way on earth to save money
La Huerta last fall and has only been
m. Eastbound at 2:02 a. m. No con
take out some stock. Vou will
nection with these trains from Santa
Quick Arrest.
waiting for warm weather to begin his
be pleased with the returns you get.
J. A. Gulledge, of Verbena, Ala., was Fe, except that passengers arriving on
long journey.,
V. L. Sullivan, a government gauger, twice in the hospital from a severe case No. 3, westbound, can reach Santa Fe
Further information furnished by
announces as a result of his observa- of piles causing 24 tumors. After doc- at 11:50 a. m. on No. 2's connection.
R. J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
tions by the improved apparatus fur- tors and all remedies failed, Bucklen's
All of ttbuve 11 mn run througn aolTd
iJle.ce: Catron tJlock, Up Stairs
nished him, that the flow of the Pecos Arnica Salve quickly arrested further from Chicago to California and carry
will
I. B. & R. H. HANNA. 8
With
River has increased 25 per cent at its inflammation and cured him. It con- through Pullman and tourists sleepers
I
25c.
into
Lake
McMillan.
at
is
Fischer
It
kills
emergence
pain.
except California Limited, which carquers and
his belief that this increased flow is ow- Drug Co.
ries Standard Sleepers only.
I
in
busiing to the great number of artesian
Through sleeping car reservation arwells tapped in the valley, as there
a New Mexican waat "ad."
Try
for on application.
ranged
of
Santa Fe Filigree and
has been no rain on the water shed,
City Ticket Office:
and the snow in the upper reaches can
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
NOTICE
have no effect on the volume that far Of the Disincorporation of the Town
H. & LUTZ. AGENT.
down. As a result of this increased flow
of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County.
Jewelry Mannfacturinfl; Co.
the water situation from the point of Notice is hereby given as required
SCRATCH PAPER.
irrigation is very pleasing.
by section 2508 of the compiled laws Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
of 1897 of New Mexico that the town papers at 10 cents per pound at the
EXPOSURE.
of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County, has New Mexican. This is scrap paper put
Remember the Burlington is the only
To cold draughts of air, to keen and been disincorporated as a town under up in pads and is less than the papei
line running it own trains over its own
cutting winds, sudden changes of tem- the provisions of section 2503 of the originally cost Only a limited supply
rails from Denver to 1st. Louis the Experature, scanty clothing, undue ex- compiled laws of New Mexico of 1897
position City.
ftUICMCSTf R'l f NfiLlftu
posure of the throat an1 neck after and sections immediately following.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
public speaking and singing, bring on
Ballard's Hore-houn- set my hand and the seal of the board
coughs and colds.
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
rfKaarE, !? r.iuy.
Ticket Office. 1039 17th St.
in,
of county commissioners of the coun
br CHlliHKtTimi ENQU8H
Syrup is the best cure.
Azutm
an Sold antallio bom, aoalee
la
KED
MexMrs. A. Barr, Houston, Texas, writes, ty of Santa Fe, Territory of New
with bh ribbon. Take . other. BthH
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
Hubotltatloeo mm IbIUv
UllKrua
Jan. 31, 1902: "One bottle o: Ballard's ico, this the 4th day of April, 1904.
tleae. Buy or your Dnigftn, or read 4. Tn
eteauM for Particular. Tcettaeealale
DENVER.
iHorehound Syrup cured me of a very (Seal)
CELSO LOPEZ,
aal "Keller fWr Lad lee, . MMr, by re.
tara Mall. ' .MIO TettuaoaiaU. Solder
Recorder
bad cough. ,It is very pleasant to take" Probate Clerk and
4'blcaeeW Caeaileal Oa.
Dr.fttou.
aeaare. rin.a.i
Santa
Fischer
Fe
of
Co.
M.
$1
N.
50c,
Drug
25c,
Laughlin Building, Doe Gasoar Avenr .
County,
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Rock Island System

Kansas City and Chicago

Estate

it

My i

flew Home Bakery

-

Bread, Cakes, Pies

$1--

!

Mrs. E. Helbig.

h

To

the World's Fair

timr

a

as

$

$

MN

s,

!

sea-leve-

qAS. WAGflE

FURNITURE

SANTA FE ROUTE
TIME TABIjE.

Going East

$200000

This Spring?

If you are, it
pay you to write
me. can probably save you money.

the passenger
ness thirty years, all
it with the
have been

Burlington, and my experience and
knowledge are entirely at your

an
service,

roldi Silver Filigree

d

El!VByilL,,e!LL8
lii
i--a.
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THE

GOADED

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Go's Office in the Building
CORNER PLAZA AND 8AM FRANCISCO STREET.

A. F. SP1E6ELBER6
220 Sao Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems,

FgQALTY

i
To hare the bait of everything in the Una.

The body of J. D. Cobling. a ranc'u-maslain by his fourteen year old son,
Arthur Cobling. and who had lived on
the Santa Teresa grant, fourteen miles
north of El Paso, in Dona Ana County,
was brought to El Paso Saturday and
buried at Concordia Cemetery. Goaded
by the terrible beatings he had received at the hands of his parents, the lad,
with a Winchester rifle blew out the
brains of his father while the parent
lay asleep at 5 o'clock in the morning.
The boy was a goat herder and received an unmerciful whipping from
his father everv evening when he re
turned home from the mountains.
Cobling was a tall, powerful man and
always carried a six shooter. He came
to the Santa Teresa grant from Marathon, Texas, and, according to a man
who knew him there, killed a freighter
In that place about four years ago. He
was acquitted of the killing, however,
but has always been regarded as a
bad man. The deceased is survived by
a widow and five children.
The lad
who slew Cobling being the oldest
The boy was taking across country on
horse back to Las Cruces and lodged
in the Dona Ana County jail by Sheriff
Lucero.
COWBOY

Tame Wines!
at "OUR PLACE"
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
Orders by Telrphone Will Be Promptly Filled : : : : :

Santa Fe.

ARTIST APPOINTED.

To Be a Ranger on the Gila Forest Re
serve Under Supervisor R. C.
McClure.

Supervisor

w. R. PRICE. Prop.

Attorney at Law and

By III Treatment, Shoots His Father While
He Lay Asleep.

Boy, Rendered Desperate

N. W.

R. C. McClure of

the Gila

forest, reserve has received notice of
the appointment of Frederick Winn as
a ranger on the reserve. Mr. Winn is
expected in Silver City today, when
he will be allotted to the upper Gila
district. Winn is a cowboy artist
whose work received a flattering commendation from President Roosevelt
when the latter was in Albuquerque
during his western tour last year.
Winn has just returned from New Yor'i
where he put in the winter at the Art
Students' League. Since then, he has
been at the Morley ranch in the DatlJ
Mountains of Socorro. His ap loint-men- t
was obtained through the solicitation of Delegate Rodey.

(I?

San

Francisco Street. Santa Fe,

ont'KISI.

j j

BEN

When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget jt

THE

t

ZEIGER
C& BOTHE,

QUICKEL

t

j

1

CAFE

Proprietors.

Clab Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

IZNCORPOBATEDI

H. B.

Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Stationery,
Grain, Flow and Potatoes
Grocers1
Sundries.
Patent Medicines and
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

SANTA

A.

FE,

N. M l

RHOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
OALXSTEO STREET
Best of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMER,
RESIDENCE

'PHONE

Ni(bt Call
MS,

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Estancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATER,
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER

RU88EL SAGE'S ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do it in the best way," It
another maxim of which 70', win Appreciate the force 4f "O'l will either
call on or comnr ;cate with N. P. CLARKE BLFORE BUYING TOWN
i.OT8 ELSEWhERE.
BE WISE.

f

Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a lire town, and
your children will rise up and call 'ou blessed.
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest, and most substantial towns in this section of the southwest
THE
desired at once.
Be sure and write tor all information
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST TOU.

"

TERMS TO SUIT.
Adddress all comunicatiens to
W. P. 3LARKE,
. SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
Over a million acres ni land open for Homesteeders in the EBTAN- CfA valley gooa sou ana ideniy of water, waica eaa be

eight to thirty feet

N.

M

rEAL ESTATE LOANS.
Menev to loan upon real estate sc.cui
ty on easy terms.

HOMES.
I have a nice cottage (double) six
rooms on one side, 4 on
the other:
wner occupies 4 rooms and the res'
rent for $25 a month; good neighboi
hood; ample space to erect other bull
an
stables
lings on same street;
other outbuildings; the price asked U
eery low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
wannattan avenue, one a naw stone
house with all modern improvements:
the other an adobe-brichouse,
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
k

fruit trees;

currant

and

bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet.
"muse will be rented.

--

THE

Maxwell Grant
LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTEM.

FARMING

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered!
lor sale in trai'ts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water ighti from SIT to 5 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
ail kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
--

8--

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
mining districts of Elizabetlitown and Baldy. where important mineral
discoveries have latelv been made. Claims on unlocated ground may bf
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.

Near Baton. N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of th
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEW MEXICO

raspberrj

The stoue

Not Lack Bat Results.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

have severai business blocks foi
sale on this great mart of trade, some
of them producing more than eight
per cent, net, on purchase price asked
I

OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
i nave several otner commercial ana
Business propositions to submit those de
siring to enter inerca tile life and to
grow up with the new era of prosperity
now coming in with the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway.

That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo
ple with our fine

COAL

R O

M. O N B

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WE

CHURCHES.
I am authorized to dispose of the Con
gregational Church, on the south side
convenient to the contemplated Union OFFICK:
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
be sold cheap, or the building will be
repa red and leased to responsible par-

WW

That there is some difference
in wood.
Our wood is the best
to be had & always at your call-

-

HUE WOOD

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Garlielri Avenue. Near A. T. & S. F. Depot

0J0

ties.

THERE ARE OTHERS.

Phone

No.-s- S

hot springs.

CALIEJmTE

Several small houses, some stoni
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo3ome brick, others frame, upon my
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
afed
books, which I vould be glad to show
miles west of
an intended purchaser. They are de .wellers, twenty-fiv- e
108, aad fifty miles north of Santa
sirably situated, and will be sold
cheap.
Fe, and about twelve miles from BarORCHARDS.
ranca
on
Denver and Rio

these waters has been thoroughly
sv
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following
diseases: Paralyatst
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumptisa,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the K14-neSyphilitic and Mercurial
AJfe.
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, a
Female Complaints, etc., etc Board
lodging and bathlxg, $2.50 per day; til
per week; $60 per month. Stage meet
Denver trains and waits for Santa V
train upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons, and is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, 17.40. For furth -ys,

the
Station,
a fruit ranch in a high Grande Railway, from which point a
EXECUTIVE BOARD
tate of cultivation, in the suburbs, dally line of stages run to the Springs,
OF CATTLEMEN with a building site overlooking the the temperature of these waters is
sntire city of Santa Fe. On It there Is tram 90 to 122 degrees. Ihe gases are
in artificial reservoir, the only one of carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
Meets at Socorro to Discuss Suppresits
kind in the city, 12 feet or more In very dry and delightful
the year
sion of Cattle Stealing on
iepth, holding over 125,000 gallons of round. There is new a commodious
Ranches.
from hotel for the convenience of invalids
water; constantly replenished,
The executive board of the Cattle- which the whole place can be Irrigated and tourists. These waters contain
men's Association of Socorro County, iall during the summer, and which 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
met at Socorro last week. This board :ould be stocked with fish. The land gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
is composed of the leading members contains many hundreds of young trees Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
who have control of the association's if U finest and most valuable varieinterests between their annual meet- ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
ings. Among the important matters be- ipricots, cherries and other fruits, the
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N.
fore this meeting was the suppressing greater part of which already bear; s
of cattle stealing on the range in the young bearing vineyard, thousands oi
county, which has become a menace to bushes of currants and other small
the various stock raisers. The ranges fruits;
beds it asparagus,
extensive
are reported very dry and much loss rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. T
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."
must follow unless rain comes soon. be scld on easy terms, and for much
So far. however, no serious loss has less
of
to
health
than it cost, owing
have

I also

E. B.

ipi

Heal Estate

n

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
conned ted. Pine Sample Room for Commercial Men c a?
fire-pro-

J. P. VICTORY

TO TERRIBLE DEED.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

the owner.

PLAZA PROPERTY.

INDICTED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT

those wishing to catch the cream
Plaza real estate I can offer blocks

To
of

Edward Hale, a Member of the St. at figures that will double themselves
Vrain Company, Accused of MisapIn less than three years.
propriating County Funds.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
sale several large tracts of desirable
Edward Hale, a member of the St. land which I am
permitted to sell at
Vrain Company of Mora, has been in- very low
One tract contains
figure.
dicted for the embezzlement of funds
3,500 acres, and is located about
ibout
of the county by the Mora County
miles southwest of
three and one-ha- lf
grand jury. The firm acted as deposi- Las
of
It Is under
all
Vegas:
nearly
tory of the funds of the treasurer's
;
water
and
fence;
good
grazing
office, and Hale was deputy treasurer.
some timber. Another tract &
The total stock of the firm ha been
7 miles from
Las Vegas;
disposed of at bankrupt sale, the com- 560 acres,
pany having failed recently for a large Umber and grazing, with an excellent
itream of water passing over it. Still
amount.
The grand jury also returned an in- mother tract of 350 acres cf farming
dictment for murder against Paul jrazing and timber land, 8 miles west
if Las Vegas, with
Mescarenas who is charged with slayrunning watei
ing a boy at Wagon Mound.
Ipoa it
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
VIGIL BROWN PASSES
I
can
sell you large tracts of land
AWAY AT LAS VEGAS.
for
suitable
mining coal or the produ
for
Foreman Vigil Brown, working
firm, who 'ion of timber.
the Lantry Concentrating
was severely injured in an explosiou in
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
a Santa Fe rock cut at Watrous, has
In all parts of the Territory, and
died at Las Vegas. He was from Strong ne in Wyoming
City, Kansas, and his body was taken
I will take
pleasure in showing
there for burial on Saturday.
prospective investors desirable bull
ing jites in the neighborhood of the
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Capitol, and in the vicinity of th
Presbyterian church, and other localPalace: K. A. Kelly, Boston; Frank ities
of the city which in a few years
G.
Fort
T. Dickinson, Denver;
Nonier,
will be worth doubta the present askWayne, Indiana; Hugo Scharwenlar,
Cincinnati, Ohio; D. J. Leahy. Raton; ing price.
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque; Edward A. ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURMann, Las Cruces; Inez L. Foster, GalNISHED.
lup; W. Beach, City; Isaac Hegartz.
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in
Pennsylvania; F. E. Nuding and wife.
City; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bloom, New all parts of the city.
Single, or en
York; F. E. Nichols, Quincy; J. E. uite for light hour ekeeping. Some o.
them within five minutes walk of
Spenced, New York.
Claire:
R. L. Baca. City: Rex T. data,
Mrs.
California:
Baker, Bakersville,
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
Hall and daughter, City; E. P. ThompAt El Cuervo, 10 miles from the R"w
son, Albuquerque; G. C. Barclay, M.
Paul- (siand road, I can sell you about 64t
Brandwin, Superior, Wisconsin:
ine Kinsey and Mabel Kinsey, Clay-pooexcellent
teres; patented;
grazing
Indiana; Reid I. Crane, Santa Ana. land.
California; H. R. Mitchner, Albuquerque; W. McMillan, Denver;
Cipriano
Everything the market affords at the
Baca, Albuquerque; R. A. Des Jardins, Bon Ton.
St. Louis;
Mrs. Parmiteer, Duluth,
Minn.; O. C. Watson and wife, City; J
H. Kirby, City; V. K. Herndon, Duluth.
Minn.; Daniel Bloom, San Francisco:
A. H. Sellers, Kansas City.
For Fine Photos.
Bon Ton: Jose Contrerdy, Las CruR.
Finished in Platinum and
Buck, Bland; P. N. Roces; George
mero. Trinidad Vigil. Valle.
P. J. Toner, Denver; Platino.
Normandie:
L. E. Stern. Denver; Charles L. Cassi-dy- ,
PLAZA STUDIO
Fort Madison, Iowa.
Santa Fe, M.
l.

Go to Davis

A

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

111

occurred.

Proprietor

OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE. Founder.

Oustanding Assurance
Dec. 31. 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

$1,409,918,742.00

.

Income
Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities . .
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

322,047,968.00
.

.
.

73.718,350.93
381,226,035.53
307.871.897.50
73,354,138.03
34,949,672.27

1903

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,

Vice-Preside-

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.

16-Gaug-

M

I
I

eS

This is the smallest and lightest weight (about

pounds) repeating gun ever manufactured,
and opens up many new possibilities to the
sportsman. It is not a 16 barrel on a
properly-proportion13 action, but a new,
gun that, with modern smokeless powders, enables a shooter
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materially, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
small, light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
increased accuracy. Qfutl dttcripHon in new Martin Catalog No. A542,
tor
61-- 2

up-to-da-

te

well-balance-

d,

ed

out-Stn-

thru stampt

poitagt to TMK

Marlin Firearms Co., Nw

Havbm. Comm.

P. F. HANLEY
Z2T

Fine Wines, Liquors fir Cigars
mponeo aaa native wines for

Use.

Family
OUR IPBClALTrSS OM
McBrayw. Oocksnaaiiner Rys, Tartar
and Paxton, OM Jordan and Mooorrain. Ky., Whisttsa.

Cv,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

SANTA FE, N.

ft.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday. May 2. J 904.
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Tis House Cleaning Time !

The time for cleaning of the home. The time of all times, when the store should be visited.

As you clean
house and change things around you will find many opportunities for improvement. You'll probably want to buy
new furnishings. That will be the time to remember that you are welcome to come here for suggestions and ideas
that will help you to arrange your home.

Prices That Appeal to the Economical !
New and Season-abl- e
Goods.

JOHNSON'S FLOOR

GARDEN HOSE

Johnson's Floor Restorer
Johnson's Floor Wax
Johnson's Powdered Wax for
Dancing Floors
Johnson's Floor Finish

Rubber and Cotton, Best Qual- Hy.

SPECIALTIES

BARBED WIRE

I

We CarryZ. .
PAINTS, C!LS AND
GLASS,
CHINAWARE,

GLASSWARE,
LAMPS, ETC

Call and get book.

Lacqueret

Lawn Mowers,

Studebaker Wagons
Shovels and Spades

"The Dainty Decorator"

New Model, 1904.

Makes old furniture look like
new. Beautifies and preserves
all kinds of floors and woodwork.
Anybody can apply it.

Lawn Sprinklers

Poultry Netting
Window Screen

New line of
ENAMELED REFR GERATORS

All kinds of

Alabastine
The Beautiful Wall Coating

GARDEN

TOOLS

For the Home
For the Schools

and

Get color card

Screen Doors

the line of Guns and
AmmunitionBest Made.
In

THE BEST
THE CHEAPEST

College, Ellicott City, Maryland, by
Archbishop P. L. Chapelle now of New
Orleans.
R. J. PALBN, President.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
Seven machinists in the railroad
Continued from Page One.
at Las Vegas have quit work.
shops
of
y one portion of it. Some portions
BOOHS, STATIOJIEY,
to this time, two had left, one
AGAZIJVES, PERIODICALS.
Previous
this cave are very pretty and stalac- to accept a position on another road
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President
tites abound. It is told by old settlers and the other on account of a disturb-an.e- e
Headquarters for
that the soldiers pressed a bunch of Inman.
with a
dians very closely, and that to escape
As
cave.
this
in
took
refuge
they
there was no second opening the solDROUTH SEVERELY FELT.
diers thought to starve the Indians
aoa san rancisco St.
out, but they were seen several weeks
Santa Fe. N M.
afterwards on the other side of the In Western New Mexico Not Over
Ten Per Cent of the Lambs Will
Capitan Mountains, 30 miles from this
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Be Saved.
opening. It is evident that the Indians
knew of a second opening, but it is still
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMIN6
Special to the New Mexican.
unknown to white men.
28
Socorro
one
"I know at least
Quemado,
medical officer
County, April
of the army who has pleasant recollec The ranges throughout the western
At Oar
tions of Fort Stanton, since he spent part of the Territory in Grant, Socorro,
his courting days here, and several are Valencia and McKinley Counties are
Undertaking Parlors
remembered most kindly and often in bad condition and cattle and sheep
The Latest Scientific Methods of Eal
spoken of in the highest terms by clti are feeling the bad effects from this
cause. Water has been very scarce ire Employed. Calls Answers! from the Parian Day er Night or ky DOROTEO SENA, Ago
zens residing in the vicinity."
for several months and is getting scar- Prla Read. Oar Parlors Consist of a Nicely aid Appropriately Pitted Up Salts at No.
Ul
.
MANUFACTURER OF
cer right along as very little percipi-tatioLlacola Areas. West Side Pfcua, Saata Fe, New Mexico,
in
had
this
been
has
LAS VE6AS ITEMS.
part of the
ALL KINDS Of PICTURE FRAMING,
Territory during the fall and winter,
lambing in western Socorro, Valencia,
DEALER IN
A Large Brick Building to Be Erected and McKinley Counties is getting on,
but the losses are great and generally
for Hotel Purposes Machinists in
Hand
and
Painted
China.
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry
speaking not over 10 per cent of the
Shops Quit Work.
Repairing of Ine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
lambs will be saved. There are a few
lucky sheep owners, who have favored
term
of
the
Court
District
The
FILIGREE it WHOLESALE
May
AYUO HUGS ud IIDIAI GOODS
BRAIL
bewill open at Las Vegas on Monday locations, but they are few and far
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
tween. Quite a number of ewes are dy247 San Francisco
next.
in
and
Grant
southwestern
ing
County
Gabriel Torres died at his home in
to
Los Alamos on Friday afternoon of in- especially cattle are succumbing
water.
of
and
the
drouth
the
scarcity
termittent fever. He was 60 years of The
feeling between the sheep and cat
age.
on the Frisco and its tributarMrs. Andrea Aragon de Angel, of Las tlemen
ies is bitter and it is feared that
Vegas, died of a complication of dis trouble between them will occur. Uneases at her home in west Las Vegas less
speedy rains set in, all in all, the
on Friday night. She is survived y a
is far from encouraging.
situation
husband and three small children.
The persons who shot sixteen horses
The best is not too good for the Bon
belonging to Jose Andres 'Montoya Ton.
some days ago have not yet been identified. The horses were driven from
Pure Whiskey. How do you know it
the pasture to about twelve miles from is?
You can see it drawn from the
!
Los Alamos and there shot. The only
guaranteed
motive that can be discovered is per- original package. Purity
by the government of the U, S. "Telesonal spite against the owners.
94." "The Wine Store."
The Normal base ball team and the phone
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
High School team crossed bats on Sat
urday and the game resulted in a vicentire stock of
tory for the High School team. The
1
score was 2i to
INDIAN
MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
Fred Walsen, of Walsenlmrg, Colo
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
rado contemplates the erection of a
three story brick building on the site
At less than Cost.
owned by him in Las Vegas. He and AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- an architect arrived in the oity recent
Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
ly and went over the grounds and plans
TOURISTS:
have been drawn up for the proposed
ANY
ONE
The
structure.
building will be 150
desiring male help of any
Do
feet long and 50 feet wide and the kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
greater part of it will be used for a Secretary Capital City Band.
&
hotel.
FOR SALE Fine saddle pony. InFather Pouget celebrated the twelfth
Send for Catalogue
anniversary of his ordination to the uire at Claire Hotel.
Sign of the Old Cart
priesthood on Saturday. He was orSANTA FE, N. M dained in the chapel of St. Charles' Black Bass in any shape at Bon T- oCor. San Franclsct
and Burro Alley
BLOCK, NO 3

ROMANTIC FT. STANTON

JACOB WEI ,TMER
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

non-unio-

I THE FIRST NATIONAL

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

BANK

a

I

i

1

tftftffTTfftttttfttt

United States Designated Depositary.

O.

J

ITOTTZ

r.

Mexican Filigree Jewelry

DUDROW

$

& MONTENIE

lit

St

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

Extra Cleaned

1

CL0SIN6
OUT

KENTUCKY

SALE

Blue Grass

.

Seed at

W--

The

CATRON

QOBBEL
Hardware Dealer

231- -

t.

WAJVTS

and

you know that yoir miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum.
Street

